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INTRODUCTION

The Federal Republic. or its states do not have a comprehensive or general environ-
mental code to cover all areas of environmental concern. Rather, the legislative technique
treats environmental problems most often in the context of a certain subject of law. This
means that particular laws relate generally to subjects and not to problems. Older laws
seldom have a purely environmental dimension, but provide only singular rules concerning
the environment, while new laws, particularly the Federal Emission Control Law, may
have environmental protection as the controlling feature.

It should be noted that German law has a clear separation between private (civil) law
and public (administrative) law. Environmental law is predominantly administrative law.
Actions in private law, however, may be successful notwithstanding the legality of a cer-
tain facility under administrative law, although the extent of affected private rights is
determined in various cases by the valid licensing under administrative law.

Environmental law originates mainly from statutory law. Customary law based on
established rights developed by longstanding use, and general acceptance by the people
involved, is relatively unimportant.

The most important sources of environmental legislation are the laws passed by for-
mal federal and state parliamentary procedures. It is fair to state that the federal govern-
ment has assumed a dominant position in the area of environmental law (just as in other
areas of law) with the state governments left to regulate administrative, procedural, and
other matters of lesser importance. The federal and state governments and individual min-
isters issue ordinances (Rechtsverordnungen) to supplement the formal laws. Before such
ordinances can be issued, authorization by law is required specifying formally and legally
the content, purpose, and extent of the authorization.

Administrative decrees and regulations issued by authorities for internal use, in par-
ticular for instructing subordinate departments, are important in general administration.

Also important for environmental protection are by-laws or statutes established by
public bodies such as towns and counties for their own legislative purposes. Examples for
such by-laws concern zoning, waste disposal, and drainage.

A peculiarity of German environmental law is that the laws themselves rarely give
directly applicable standards of conduct, but are limited to abstract verbal descriptions of
the desired level of health and environmental protection, or give standards in such a gen-
eral way that further determination is necessary. The implementation of environmental
law, however, requires technical and scientific standards that specifically lay out what limi-
tations are imposed on the individual and what amount of pollution is permissible. The
nature of the actual standards vary.



Generally, the law itself authorizes the executive branch to enact ordinances that
determine specific quantities. Very often, the ordinances enacted cover only a portion of
what is actually needed. In other instances, no ordinance is enacted at all. Thus law and
ordinances combined may only describe the standard to be complied with as "not harmful
to the environment or "in accordance with the state of technology", or "in accordance
with the state of science and technology." The purpose of this legislative technique of
general wording is to let environmental protection keep pace with scientific and technolog-
ical progress.

A number of administrative regulations specify actual standards which cover all
aspects and all possible facilities and situations. In these remaining cases the standards
will be determined by the authorities on a case-by-case basis with the help of elaborate
scientific and technical opinions of professional organizations of engineers on the quanti-
ties and standards currently achievable and desirable, or solely on the results of an on-
the-case study. While these opinions cannot be legally enforced, they are extremely
important.
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APPENIJI A

AM2RaNYM L=S FOR GERMAN MANUAL

ADV (5-8)
AbfBefV Abfall Befoerderungs Verordnung
AbfG Abfallgesetz
AbfIlaerV Abfall Marchlammverordnn
AbwAG Abwassragabengesetz
AltoelV Altoel Verordnung
AiiStaettV germun law
BAT Basic Air Tenperature
BAftSchV Bunearschutzveroudnwng
BIniSchG Bundeeissionsschutzgesetz
BNatSchG Bundematurschutzgesetz
BCD Biological Oxygen [emand
BVA gernun law
Btu British Thermal Units
CFI Chlorinated Fluorocarbons

CO Carbon Mooxide
COD Cheical Oxygen Demand
(liemGAstoff V german law
ChemGGef-MmV german law

hernGPruefnwV german law
ChemG Chenialiengesetz
DDT ichlorxiiphenyltrichloroethane
DEH Director of Engineerng and Housing
L)LN Deutsche Inchistrie Norm
DMG germun law
EEC European Eonomiic Coniminity
EIAP Environmental Impact Analysis Process 8 7j

EL (1-17 - fuel oil)
EN Environmental ~T
FRG Federal Republic of Gennany
Fr Fish Toxicity 4~ bit

GBefGG german law
Ckoschicht gernun law ~~.

GG germun law
GGVS Gefahtgutverordnung Strasse 1,3

GMP Good Management Practice
GVBI gernunlaw orb ,~

GVOBI gernun law Dero t
Gef4erKm. V Gefaerlichkeitunedcmale Vrrnn
GefStoff V Gefahrstofverordiuog
UAbfG Hessisches Aitailgesetz
HM fkavy Metals
HQ ~ Headquirters
KWS Katalog Wassergefaehrdender Stoffe
LAF A.Weighted Sound-Level for Fast Setting
LAI N Weighted Sound Level for Impulse Settinrg
LAT XWeighted Sound Level for Periodic



LAb(G Landesabfallgesetz
LWG Landeswassergesetz
LF Rating Level
MAX Maximale Arbeitsplatzkonzentr-ation
MTu Megajoules
MW Megawatt
NMP Noise Mvaagement Plan
NONirgnCie

PCA Polychlimted Buphenyls
PCP Polychlinated Polyplenyls

(CHEC2K - 1-11)
PCI? Polychlorinated Teqrhnyl
POC Point of Contact
POL Petroleumn, 01, & Lubricants
POX Pwrgeable Organic Halogen Cmipounds
PflSchG Pfanzenschutzgesetz
psi Pounds Per Square Imb~
so Sulfur ioxide
Srb)v gernun law
SprerigG gernun law
TA Laerrn (5-1)
TA Luft Tecbniscbe Anledtung zur Reinhaltung

der Luft
TB (5-4 - reference duiration)
TMf Tone Moduilation
TRGS Tecbnische Regein Gefahirstoffegenrnan law
TRK Tecbniscbe Richtkoirzentration
TIMF Tecimisehe Richtlirnen Brenmbare

Hluessigkedtengerman law
TRgA: (9-1 - gemuan asbestos law)
TUEV Tecbniscben Ueewachuigsvereine
USACERL United States Army Conatruction

Engineerng~ Research Laboratory
USAFE United States Air Force Europe
USAREUR United States Army Europe
UVV gerrnun law
VAwSF Verordmnwg ueber Anlagen zumn Lagern,

Abfuellen und Umschlagen wasser-
gefaebrdender Stofte und die Zulassuwg
von Fachbetrieben

VBG gernun law
VDI Verband Deutschen Ii~enieure
VHi Volatile Halogenetic Con~xmnds
VC (1-5)
VbF Verordnuwg ueber Brennbre Fluessigkeiten
VwV gernun law --- citation
WGK gennun law

WRMG gennan law
ZH (9-3) Publication numnber/systemn
AS Mlicrosiemens
0g Nficitigranin
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p1 Microliter
cal Kaictie
cm Zetdmeter
dB Decibels
ft Foo~t
g Granm
hPa something to do iith jpessure (1-2)
ha Hectare
in Inch
kJ Kilojoule
kN Kilonewtons
kcal Kilokalonie
kg Kilograni
kmn Kilometer

I Liter
lb Pound
In Meter

ng Milligrarnm
mi Mile

mm Millimeter
oz Ounce

ppb Part Per Billion
ppm Part Per Million
sin Square Mile

t ~Tonnle
yd Yard
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Section I

Air Emissions

A. Federal Regulation

The Association of German Engineers (Verband Deutschen Ingenieure, (VDI))
has established a Clean Air Commission and a Noise Reduction Commission
which produce up-to-date guidelines for measuring techniques, and methods to
determine individual harmful components and limiting values for individual
components in emissions. Over 200 guidelines have been published.

The German Industrial Standards [Deutsche Industrie Norm, (DIN)] have a
similar function. They have been developed to standardize industrial products
by the German Institute for Standards. Among the other bodies of importance
in this area are the Technical Supervisory Associations [Technischen
Ueberwachungsvereine (TUEV)], among the primary duties of which are the
monitoring and auditing of technical installations.

The law for the Protection from Harmful Effects from Air Pollution, Noise,
Vibrations, and Similar Processes (The Federal Emission Control Law, "Bun-
desemissionsschutzgesetz", abbreviated BImSchG) is an important environmen-
tal legislation, as mentioned previously. Within the authorization by the
BImSchG, the Federal Government has issued a number of ordinances
(Verordnung zur Durehfuehrung des BImSchG - Ordinances to Implement the
Federal Emission Control Law). The Federal Government has issued further
administrative regulations to help enforce the BImSchG. Among them, the
Technical Instruction for Air Purification (Technische Anleitung zur Reinhal-
tung der tuft frequently referred to as TA Luft), en& ted on the basis of section
48 BImSchG, is a particularly relevant technical guide in which permissible
maximum values for emissions and emissions are defined. These standards are
not laid out for all, bu' only the more important harmful substances.

As a general administrative instruction used by administrative authorities to
enforce the BmSchG, the TA Luft is not binding on other authorities, for
instance courts, that must insure that the law is correctly applied. Today, how-
ever, it is assumed that the operator constructing and running an installation is
complying with his legal obligations under the BImSchG to prevent harmful
environmental effects if he observes the emission values in the TA tut.
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B. State Legislation

Because the Federal government has made comprehensive use of its constitu-
tional powers in the area of pollution control by enacting the BImSchG, rela-
tively little leeway is left for the states to regulate in this area. Areas of state
legislation are concerned with harmful environmental effects caused directly by
human behavior and not connected with the construction or operation of an
installation. In addition, the states have power to regulate administrative struc-
tures and procedures in the area of air pollution control unless predetermined
by the BImSchG. Furthermore, the BImSchG contains numerous provisions
explicitly allowing state regulations, for example, determining certain areas in
need of special protection from air pollution or with special restrictions in case
of smog.. Another example is the authorization to issue ordinances on standards
for non-licensed installations in case the Federal government has not issued an
ordinance.

The states and their subdivisions are responsible for enforcing the law. That
means there is only one level at which air pollution control law is adminis-
trated. On the other hand, states cannot enact rules in areas already covered by
federal rules. This means there is only one set of standards with which to com-
ply; state and federal rules cannot make different demands.

C. Key Compliance Definitions

" Air Pollution -refers to changes in the material composition of the air from
smoke, soot, dust, gas aerosols, steam, or odorous substances.

* Dry (leaning Facilities -are those that engage in cleaning, degreasing, fitting
out, drying, or similarly treating goods, particularly textiles, leather, furs, fibers
or wool.

• Eissim -are what is directly discharged by an installation - air pollution,
noise, vibration, light, heat, radiation, and similar phenomena. All concentra-
tions relate to the exhaust gas volume under standard conditions (273 K 1013
hPa) after subtracting the humidity of water vapor.

" *rniion Degree -is the proportion, in percent, of the emitted mass of a pollu-
tant in the exhaust gas to the total mass thereof that was contained in the fuel.

* Fxhatist Gas Loss -is the difference between the heat content of the exhaust gas
and the furnace air related to heating value of the fuel.

* Facilities -are industrial premises and other stationary facilities; machines, equip-
ment and other movble technical facilities and also vehicles (though not motor
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vehicles and their trailers and rail, air or water vehicles); and prnises on
which materials are stored or seasoned or where work is carried out which
could cause emissions (excluding public thoroughfares).

" Funare -refers to the burning of fuels to produce heat for an installation.

" Harmful Fnvironmental Fffect -are emissions that by reason of their nature,
extent and duration are capable of causing dangers, significant disadvantages, or
significant nuisances for the general public or the neighborhood.

* ika~ng...apacit -is the heat content related to the lower heating value, of the
fuel that can be charged, per time unit in a furnace under continuous operation.

* Fmnissions -a-e the effects on people, animals, plants, and other objects of air
pollution, noise, vibration, light, heat, radiation, and similar phenomena.

" Rated Heat utlt -is the highest utilizably delivered quantity of heat per time
unit that can be produced by the furnace under continuous operation.

* State of Technology -is determined by the tested use of advanced techniques and
improved equipment and operating methods.

" Surface Treatment Facilities -are those that engage in treating surfaces of objects
or materials, particularly in cleaning, greasing, degreasing, coating, removing of
coating, developing, phosphating, drying, or similarly treated objects or materi-
als from metal, glass, ceramics or plastics.

" WasteGases -are carrier gases containing solid, liquid and gaseous emissions.
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CO1MUUANCE CATEGORY:
AIR EMIOM~

RIVEWE REC~

HEQU=Mq_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1-1. Deteni actions Read copy of pviow ar eriomaons review to detmie if is of
or ch ns sine prviou n conmplixe have been resolved. (3)
review of air errimons.

1-2. Copies of the Check flit the staff is farriliw and knowledgeable of the ordinances,
apzopSate regulaio regulatior, and hm-dxooks pertinrr to duties am easly accessible. (1)

sold be raintained. (3)

lst Ordinane: on Small Fbrnaces
L BhTrchV

2nd Oniance: for Unitation of Higbly Volatile Halogenous
Hydocabor

Z BIn hV

3rd Ordinane: on the Sulfur Content of Light Fuel Oil and DieselOil.

3. BmrSchV

4th Ordinane: on License-requinng fnllations.
4. BhI&hV

10th Ozdinaxe: for Resbrictions Regadig FCB, PCT, and VC.
10. BImSchV

Technicel lztnxion for nuintaining clew air.
TALd1
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COMIANCE CAT )GORY:.

RELIATO
WREEWCHECKS

1-.Cornauxe will Cleck all air emmsson comp)laits ar addressed aund conective nuzes
ensure that air mnisson taken whenever pomble. () (3) (5)
complaints ame well

14 HQ should ptpvide Verify policy is being provided. (1)
support for air enismon
pmgraru Determri wiutlu reaszvs awe being provided. (2)

C heclt suport such astechnical consultation and policy backup awe
bein proided (1)(3)

1-5. Certain fuels awe Cluck that fuels used at tlu conmuity we cool, fuel oil, or on the list of
I emxible for use in permissble fuels in APIND1X 1-1 at the end of this section.

I lfuces (ruted lust
IoutRt less thai 1 MW)
(1 BhxrchV Vexmdiwng
tubes Mireeurmgs
arbuer)

1-. Simi fumaces Cluck that old annan funmes (rted. lust outpt greater than 15 kW but
(rated luA output uzder 1 under 1 MW) that do not wse coal or fuiel oil, but which use fuels 4-8
MW) installed to, (See AFFENDIX 1-1) have their 00 corcentmaton rrewiured by a
July 1988 are strect to certified. district clinuuey sweeper prior to July 1991.
Carbon Moxide (00)
standards (1 BlxnchV). Verif that old mmUl furnaces (rated lust output preter thai 15 MW that

do not wse coal or fuel oil, but use ofluc fuels m A1FEDIX I-1 meet
the standards for C0 in APPEDIX 1-2.

*1-7. Sixaul fluzices Verify that nuachazicaily fired existing munll funaces which wse fuels 1-3
(raEbd lust otput uunder (See APPENDIX 1-1) we below thu enisson standard of 0.3g&Bm cbm
1MW) in wse prior to 15 for parliculates based on a volunu of 8% oxygen in the exhazsL (1) (3)
Miy 1988 ms nuet cer-
tain ernisdon standards Verify that mustr anll funaces mrechanically fired which w~e fuels
(1. B~n-j~hV). fuels 4-8 or handire which wse fuels 5-7 wre below tlu enaion atanj-

dard of 0.2 ginS for palicidates based on a volurzu of 13% oxygeni in
(NOMTE Thi is thu stari- flu exhaus. (1) (3)
dad for a grae period
until July 1993. After After the grace period has exired, verify tha thel partictile ernusons
July 1993 the stricter do xmt exceed 0.15 gAWi based on a volurnu control of 8% oxygen in
staixards For newer fur-. thu exhaaut g.
neces (installed after 15
M~Y 1968) will ~ar
(See APHEMDIC -
and 1-4)
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COMPIUME CATEGORY:
All EMMOI8

Ge-m

RBGUIATORY
REVIEWER CHECK~k

REQUMW

I-& Certain eall fir- If newer sal furnaces awe not buning coal or fuel oil, Cbeck to see
naces (rated heat output wbetkur they we meting theanards of APPENDIX 1-2.
15 kW to 1 MW) ptintD
oprion after 15 Jily

su8 bject In cer-
tain Carbon Mlonxide
(CO) standards (1.
B~zmSchV).

1-9. Sal furnaces Cluck that diing nomul operation the awke trail is ligbier tha n kv
(rated leat output using level one on tlu lbngelnenrnSale*. (3)
SOUD fuls nre aject
ID certain mreiients (1 Wrgnmi .Scala
BIrnSchV).

In four of six equares, the ofiurs being white and1 black, the
RingelmirScale contains gray levels between white andi blck
tbe share of black coloration is:

- 2D)% in gr~y level one;
-40% in graylevel two;
- 60% in gr~r level three;
- 80% in gray level four

Verify fiuces are operated in de nur directed by the rnxuwtier

If open fihepes are used, confim teir use is only occasionally sand
onl wih sliduntreated wovod.

1- 10. Small furnaces Vezfylit existing furnaces from before 15 M~y 1988 do wot use brown
(rated ~ ~ ~ ~ )8 lutotu ine olhqtuttes or pitch - free abru briquettes with sufur content greater

1IMW) (inataled por tothn 1% after Miy 1991. Sinne coal with a higlur sulfur content ma~y be
15 J~ 1988) iriat use used if emissons we treated. (1) (3)

12fuls nueting
certain requrenents after
Mdy 1991. (1 Bhn&hV).
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COAHIIANCE CATEGORY:
AIRE AMOM

Gernm

RKGUIATOW

BBQUAN

1-11. Unblicensed snill Oornai operation of unit aun rnufwtizer a direction to aaertain that
furnaces installed after 15 the furnece is being used correctly. (3)
Miy 1988 (rated leat out-
put uzider 1 MW) that use Check ta fuwmes with a rated beat output of over 15 kW operain
WOLD fis In beat with fis 1 - 3 (See APPENDIK 1-1) do not have partictiate ernissons

1DUS(3UU uiding in ezhait gas that exceed a , ; concetration of .15ghnS related to a
sbould meet certain volurne, content of 8% oxygen in exhaA g.

iU~ii~ Check that furnaces with a rated beat otput of over 15 kW o-ertin
with fui 4 of list above do not have uee conwenhatioru of patdile
ernissons exceeding .15 gzm3 ad/lor CO exceeding 2 gbn3 to a volun
content of 1301 oxygen in tber exhaust gas.

If an open fireplace is used, confirm thd this use is only occasonal andl
only with a~lhd, unreted wood.

Check chiruny sweep operation order Verify that records show chirn
ruys mre swept at leas once a year (3)

1-8



CON[PLUNCE CATEGORY:
AIR EMIMOM

German

IEGULATO REVIEWER CHECKS

1-12 TUicerwd manll Check dA ft.mes installed or sgaificantly rwdilied after JAy 15, 1988
fumees (rated bet out- we equipped to limit the enisson of NOx. (2)
put under 1MW) that use
OIL ai~1GAS to leat Check that oil fumaces with evaporation buners am built and operated
bDmes/sml buidin so that (1)(3)
should meet cern
reqdnnla (1 - the blackening degree by particulate eisions does not exceed
Bn&hV).- aot shale 2 on tde Ringelnwm Scale (as shown above);

- the exhaut gases ae free from oil derivaives;
-th theshold vaiue of exhaT gas losses e intand as swn

in APPENDIX 1-3.

Oil and gas furnaces that canot stay within fluthe aiold value for
exhat gas losses due to their designated funtion we to be built and
operated in a way dtat complies with the state of techrlogy of flurespective piocess.

1-13 Small frnaces Check older furnaces tD confirm that exhuai losses do not exceed the
(rated ha output under I values as shown in A1F4DX 1-4.
MW) in use or to 31December 192 using
GAS or OIL mut meet
certn dtalards for
exhaus losses (1
B~nftchV).
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COMIUANCE CATEGORY:
AIRENUM~Ol

Germam

RE VIE ER CHCKS

1-14L Meum azed fur- Verify pafictiae emisor* do not exceed:
nwes (rated heat output
1-50 MW) usng 04 - 150 mg/m3 in furnces with a rated hed output between 1-5 MW;
coke, coal briquotte, peat, - 50 mg4n3 in funaces with a rated beat oulte tr than 5 MW.
wood, wood resdues not (Standards have to be maintained while clem neang sfae.)tzeatd by "'-]lzchztz-
nitel" (wood j Check CO enisow do not exceed 0.25g/n3 for furnaces with rated heat
tior), or covered with output under 2.5 MW . (This andard applies only to operation under
plastic nterial mut full load.)
meet certan "re.
men&a (T A ILt. If peat, wood, or wood readue ae used, verify the emissons of organic

stances, expressed as total carbon, do not exceed 50 nrg/n3.

Check gt NOx emions meet the following stmlads

- fumces with "stationrae Wirbeleclicltfeuerung' and a heating
c ity of over 20 MW, or with "Wirbelachiclifeueng mit zir-

lender Wirbelaclicht 0.30 g/m3;
- furnaces with oter firings 0.50 g/n3.

(T1habilities of further reducing eissions through pyrotechnical rans

me to be exhausted.)

Check that SOx enisons meet the following elnxlard

- fumces with "Weewmgn': 0.40 g/hm3 (if the standard carot
be met with reasnable effort a sulfur emisson degree of 25 per-
cent rmy notbe exceeded);

- fimaces with other firings usng coal: 2.0 g/m3 (posibiities to
furhe reduce emissons me to be exhaused; by adding basc
ebaodoents t the fuel or into the firing, the slfur erssion can
be low eed by 50 pezcent.

No special requirements exist for halogen compounds

* Emissions relate to volume content of oxygen in eauat gas of
7% for coal or 11% for peat wood, or wood residue.

1-15. Unlicened Check that the exbmmt gas discharge point is stuated:
rnediums-azed fumaces
(rated beat output of 1-50 - at least 3 m above the lighest point of the ridge; and
MW) must meet certain - at least 10 m above ground.
exlust requirements (TA
Luft). Thues requirments ame not exclusve; stricter ones may be imposed to

meet the general requirents of the BrnchG.
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COWHIUANE CATEGORY:
AMEMMlONS

German

REGLATORY
REIEWRECK&

1-16 Mediu.ized fur- Chck particulate enion* meet the following stidsnaces usin fuiel OIL of
fist refining or CRUDE - fumraces between 1-5 MW rted heat output should not exceed 80
capm ith of 1 heatim n~kn3; Icapacity Wiof 1.50heW - fmes over 5 MW shuld not exceed 50 rmgAm3;
must meet certain stan- - fumaces usng fuel oils with a mass content of sulfur greater than
dads (MA aIA). one (1) percent should not exceed 50 rg/3.

According to DIN 51603 part 1: the blackening degree as detenrid by.
the methods in enclosure 2 of 1.BImSchV mr not exceed soot shade 1
If posa1,le, check soot shade.

Check exhaust gas is free of oil derivatives to such an extent that the
filter paper used for uasning soot shows no visble sgns of oil deriva
tive&

(NOT Rules liniting emisons of certain particulate inorganic sub-
steaces do not apply if low ash fuel oils we used provided that the stan-
dads of 80 or 50 ng/m3 ame net without a dustarrester.)

Confirm CO enisons* do not exceed 0.17 g/m3.

Check that NO eriadong* do not exceed 0.25 g/mn3 if fuel oils am used
according to DIN 51603 part 1:

- if other fuel oils we used, NOx emissons should not exceed 0.45g/n3.

Verify that SO erismort do not nomUlly exceed 1.7 g/n3. Eorts
should be mad& fuuther reduce enisions by usng low-sulfur ful oils

* Eisions relate to a 3% volume content of oxyen in the exhaust gam

1-17. Medium-sized fur- Check all stmlads listed above in nucater 16.
races with a heaing
capacity of less than 50 Verify that the mss content of polychlorinted armatic hydrocarbons
AM Ig other liquid such as PCBs or PCFs is not more than 10 mg/kg and the lower heating
f lanile strtmxes value of the flmwrble abialme is at least 30MJ*kg.
inut net tbe sn stan-
duds above for fiee oil
with an added pmvision
for hydocabons (TA
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COMIANCE CATIhORY:

AIR EIMMOM
Gemn

REVEEWE CEECK

1-1& Medium i fur- Veify pariculate erniason :
naces uing GAS fuls
with a heating capacity - do not exceed 10 rrg/n3 if last furnace gas is used;
up to 5 MW nxvt met - do not exceed 50 rng/3 if industrial gases of s.ee prductionwe
certan xmds (TA ued;
Lha). - do wt exceed 5 rng/ni3 if other gases we used.

Check CO enis0onr do not exceed 0.10 rrg/m3.

Check that NOx ernmon* do not emceed 0.20 ng/m3.

Verify that SOx enisore:

- do not exceed 0.10 gIrn3 if coke-oven gas or refinery gas is used;
- do not exceed 5 mrg/m3 if liquid petrleum gas is used;
- do not eceed 1.7 /n if crude oil is used as fuel for tertiary

activities of crude oil production;
- do notexeed 35 ng/n if other gases me used.

• hisions relWB to a volume content of oxygen in exhaust of 3%.

1-19. Dry cleanng (NOTE hB following is not applicable if solverts with a umas content
facilities nd sr rzfawe of volatile halo hyda badon of up to 1% Ere applied or if asr-
trealnunt plants cm use face treatnu imts with a filling volumne of up to 10 liter me ermployed
only certnin volatile halo- witlxut lng and no waste gases me rerroved by suction.)

Rntd hydrocarboru (2 mewdBhma .hV),.cbos( Verify that only the following pernissile abtne we used:

- tetrachloroetiene;
- triclioroethene;
- 1,1,1-trichloroethene;
- dichlometham;
- 1,1,2,2-tetrm oro-1,2-difhvmeha (R-112);
- 1,1,Ztrichlono-1,2tzifluomeflue (R,113);
- ticliomfluoDnetheme (R-11).
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COMLANCE CAT)hORY:
AIR EM ONS

BEULTORT

REVIEWER EK

REQUnOWR

1-20. Surface treatnunt Verify following sbmxluds for losses of VII am net
plants without devices to
remove waste gases by - 0.5 kg/h for plants with a V-I capacity of 500kg
suction nus meet en- - 0.1% of capacity per hour for plants with a VE' cpecity of over
son stardards for VIOA 600kg adupto 150 kg;,
(2 BInSchV). - 1.5 kg/hr for plants with a VIC capacity over 1500 kg.

Check if efforts me imde to furither reduce the escape of VIUs into the
room by casig pipes or by corlensation separion

Verify that before treated goods me loaded the losses of VIs per hour
per squme rneter of evaporation surface does not exceed 0.2 kg.

(NOTM if solvent contains VIs con sing of rore than 50% R-113 or
R-11, the losses should not exceed twice the anount of fle values given
above.)

1-21. Suface treatm Verify the following standmds for VIUs ernisons ae mrnet
plants with devices to
remove waste gases by - 200 g/n3 for a waste gas volune p to 500 n3br,
suction nuiAt meet emu;- - 100 ng/m3 for a wase gas volume of more than 500 m3/hr
son stmaards if the mss - if the solvent contairs VIEs with rwre than 50% dichlororethane
flow of VIUs in tlu or fluomchborohydrocarbons the standard is 150 rngm3.
waste gas is 0.3 kg/hr or
higher (2 BkrnchV). (NOMI the stadamds ae based on the conditions of 273K aid 1013

ntrr.)
(NOMr for plants <0.3
kg/hr the stmards urder Verify thAt before treated goods ae loaded the loasm of VI~s per hour
niunter 21 apply.) per square neter of evaporation surface do not exceed 0.2 kg.

Chck to see if the usage of VIa into the room is reduced by caing of
pipes ard/or condensation separaion

(NUME if solvent contriing VWs of more than 50% & 113 or R1 11 ae
used tl losses should not exceed twice fi arnount of the values given
above.)
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CONMIUAE CATGORY:
AIR EIMONS

Grmm

REGLATORY
REVEEWIE CBC

1-22. Dry clearn Cleck if standar for mnm concentration of VEs after drying prcess is
arts not usng tion met:

or renval of waste
gases nust met certan - 15 g VECan3 while entering the dnmn aea;
staxiads (2 BInchV). -25 g VEsnS insdet dunsnea;

- r . of bwatd gods mus be at leat 303K (30 degrees
Q).

(NOTE for plants built before April 27, 1986, the standards wze 28 &Wn
and 42 &Bm.)

If a solvent contains. VIs consisling of UDoe thu 50% R-113 or &-11,
fle relevant nvs concentraions me 300 g VIEC/i while enteing fle
drun md 500 g VFI/3 inde fle drun and the relevant tenmersmtre
is 293K (2D degees C).

1-23. Dry cleaing Check if plants me eqUpped with a separator which reduces the ras
plarts usng suction to concentrons of VIE
renove waste gases nust
meet e nions standards - 20O mg VBCwftB for plants with a loading capacity up to 30 kg,
(2 BImSchV). - 100 rg VMahn3 for plaits with a loading capacity over 30 kg.

(NOTKE if the solvent contains rmore than 50% of
cliomfluorhydrcarbons the staudxlM is 150 ng/m3.)

1-24. General requLr Veur that trichloroeflien (trichloretvine, ('IM) is not used in dry
inenis for dry cleaning cleaning facilities.
plants and azffase treat
inrt fmwilities must be Verify that the operator nuintmiw records on the following for a period
followed (2 BhmnchV). of t&ee yeam

- the armunt of volatile halogenresd hydmcarbons (VI-_) used in
the ant

- recycling and disposal of VWs and VIE-contani ng ststarces
(eg filter);

- plant operation l uDu

Check if the local authorities impose different or stricter strdads and
wheher they ae being nut.
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COMPHAE CATIEGORY:AIR EI I ONS

REOUIATORY

RXE~EWEt CECKS

REQUEM

1-25. Paint spray facili- Check if the following daxiads we met
ties are abject to enis-
aion stndards if 250kg - eolvent-free paint or paint with a low contWnt is used whenever
pda r or more is usedosble;
(TA h _ -an air circulaon system is used if posdle;

- exba filters me used if poblde;
If less tham 250 kg of - emisdon of exhaus does not exceed 50 ng total cmbon/n3;
paint is used in an hour, - enisdon of paint parficulats in the exbmati gas does not exceed 3
enisdons sluld be lim rng/n3.
ited according to the sate
of at of techr-logy. (N(JrM Paint srayfig plant built pior to Apil 1986 nxmt meet above

stmadds by 1 March 1991.)

RBEDUANPFALZ
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COMIJANCE CATIEGORY:
AIR I IIN

BEUITOI"

RE~rEWER~ICE

REQUnUAq

1-26. Cleaning and Enue that the following andards me Metinspeting stf acead
ventilaton fwilities is - the following mut be cleaned onwe a yea.
nmdlaBd by at& law - waste gas chi aysad flues;
(State Regulaion Con- - ventilation facilities ([1 failities aid installation needed to
ceming the Cleaning aid aserate the roms in which fireplaces me installed, or [2
Inspection of Frmace and exhmust drafts without ventilating fans tit aerate mons m-d
Ventilation Facilities of lead waste gas from fas fieplaces into the open);
13 December 1977). - smoketaks and slkse flues that me only used occasonally,

such as in weekend houwes;
- chimeys to which ezcluvely open fies in fire places [offew

Kanifeuer] me conmected.

- the following nmust be cleaned twice a year
- mbelacks and smoke flues, to which only fire places ae

connected, that me not covered in the "occaonl use" provi-
son above;

- srmkestacks found in one- ai two-fanrily houses a-d me
attached to up to two fire places that ae not used for beating

- smotsseks and smoke flues to which furnaces me attached.

- the following must be cleaned four times a year
- smolkesks and woke flues tit ae not covered above.

- the following must be inspected for defectfree fitness, and, if
necessmary, to be cleaned

- once a year
- waste gas pipes for gas fire places;
- ventilation facilities (as defined under [1] above).

- twice a year
- wase gas chmmys md wae gas flues;
- ventilation facilities (as defined under [2] above).

nure tlt nergency chirmneys me inspected every two yeam and if
necesmy, cleaned.
Confirm ht chmmys md flues tat have been in extened disuse me
inmpected before being brought into use, and, if necessry, cleaned.

Exception. to the above requirements:

- chineys with a conmstently equal cross-section of more thani
10,000 square cerimters

- chimneys, smoke flues, ml wase gas flues, wiwi the connecting
opeuis to te fire Places have irmiating we tight seals mnde
out of i-burnable rteridals;

- chinmys that conform to DIN 1066 and DIN 1058.

(NOTE The district rnasdr climnmy sweep may derman imere
frequert cle for fire aety reason. In addition, burning as a
clearing nv be ued only under the supervison of the
disrict nmster chimney sweep.)
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Section II

Hazardous Materials Management

A. Introduction

Hazardous material legislation could either be substance oriented (chemicals) or
medium oriented (air, etc.). The substance oriented hazardous material legisla-
tion protects the human being and the environment in general against adversely
impacting hazardous substances including strong emphasis on preventive pro-
duction control. The medium oriented environmental legislation (e.g. Water
Act) protects a certain natural element (e.g. water) from being polluted by
hazardous chemicals or establishes disposal/treatment pr'cedures (e.g. Waste
law) for any kind of waste produced. The typical hazardous material law is
substance oriented.

B. Federal Legislation

1. Substance Oriented

The substance oriented hazardous material legislation is strictly regulated by
federal laws. The states only establish implementing procedural ordinances
for the federal laws.

" Act for the Protection Against Dangerous Substances (Chemicals
Act/ChemG)

Ordinances to the Chemical Act:

- Registration and Test Certification (ChemG Pruefnw V);
- Old Chemicals Register (ChemG Astoff V);
- Characteristics of Hazardous Material (ChemG Cef-Mm V).

" Plant Protection Law (PflSchG)

" DDT Law

" Fertilizing Law (DMG)

* Detergent Law (WRMG)

* Law on the Transportation of Hazardous Goods (G Bef GG)
Implementing Ordinances on the Transportation of Hazardous Goods on
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Roads (GGVS), Railways, etc.

* Ordinance on Hazardous Substances (Gef Stoff V)

" Ordinance on Combustible Liquids (VbF)

" Ordinance on Workplace Conditions (Ari Staett V)

* Atomic Law and Implementing Ordinances

* Explosives Act (Spreng G)

International and European Economic Community laws will be considered as
well. However, German ordinances reflect International or European Laws
and are updated accordingly.

2. Medium Orented

0 Emission Control Act (BIMSchG) and Implementing Ordinances (e.g.
Stoerfallverordnung)

* Water Act. (WHG) and Implementing Ordinances.

- Catalog of Water Endangering Substances (KWS)

* Waste Law (AbfG)

* Ozone Layer Protection Law (G Ozonschicht).

C. States Legislation

1. Sustnrce Drented

As mentioned before, for the typical substances oriented hazardous material
legislation, the states only established procedural ordinances (Who does
what!). The so called "Poison Laws (Giftgesetze)" which have remained at
the state level in the past years and have now been substituted by the Federal
Ordinance on Hazardous Substances (Gef Stoff V).

Emergency response procedures for accidents involving releases of hazardous
material are covered by either state district or local district plans.
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2. Medium Or iente

The German Fundamental Law (G) defines the responsibilities between the
federal and state government to issue ordinances and to enact laws. In the
field of water protection and conservation the states are allowed to enact their
own legislation. In this case, the Federal Water Act is only a frame law. The
state or even the communities regulate the storage, transportation and
treatment/disposal of hazardous material with regionalAocal water legislation
alongside the applicable federal substance oriented legislation.

D. Technical Guidelines

There is a variety of technical guidelines or government approved procedures
which reflect the current standard of techniques to support the management of
hazardous material. They could be either substance or medium oriented or
both.

* Technical Guidelines for Burnable Sibstances (Techn Richtlinien
Brennbare Fluessigkeiten - TRbF)

* Technical Rules for Hazardous Material (Technische Regeln

Gefahrstoffe - TRGS)

* German Industry Standard (Deutsche Industrie Norm - DIN)

• Federation of German Engineers Guidelines (VDI - Richtlinien).

E. Key Compliance Definitions.

* Containers - are stationary tanks, movable tanks, movable receptacles, tanks
on vehicles, and tanks with interior excess pressure.

• Dangerous Substane - are substances or preparations which are: highly
toxic, toxic, harmful, corrosive, irritating, explosive, oxidizing, extremely
flammable, highly flammable, flammable, carcinogenic, mutagenic, or
which posses other extremely harmful properties or which in themselves, or
their impurities or decomposition products, are capable of altering the
natural state of water, soil, air, plants, animals, or microorganisms, as well
as, the balance of nature in general, to such an extent that people are
severely damaged or put at an economic disadvantage.
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* ,rnt Container - a container is considered empty when all of the contents
have been removed using the practices commonly employed to remove
materials from that type of container, e.g. pouring, pumping, aspirating, and
no more than one (1) inch (2.5 cm) of residue may remain on the bottom
of the container or inner liner if the substance can not create hazardous or
explosive vapors from the small residue.

* -azardott; Areas - are areas where vapors forming combustible or explo-
sive mixtures with air may accumulate in hazardous quantities. These areas
are divided into Zones 0, 1, and 2. Hazardous areas can be reduced by spe-
cial ventilation measures, construction measures or making the best use of
area conditions which limit the spreading of combustible or explosive
vapor/air mixtures.

* Hazardotg Substances - are dangerous substances according to the Cheni-
aliengesetz (Chem G), as well as explosive substances and products; sub-
stances and products from which explosives or dangerous substances can
generate; and substances or products which can, according to their charac-
teristics, transfer disease.

* Moable anks - are containers used for storage and transportation, the
volume of which exceeds the volume of movable receptacles which are
designed to be moved during service and are intended to be firmly joined
to the vehicle during transportation.

e Movale eceptcles - are storage and transportation containers designed
for having their location changed and having a capacity not exceeding:

- 2.2 liters for all non-rupture-proof movable receptacle;
- for rupture-proof movable receptacles:

- 445 liters, for liquids of Group A, Hazard Qasses I and II;
- 780 liters for liquids of Group B.

a PR== i - is a mixture or solution comprised of two or more substances
including any impurities and additives required for marketing the sub-
stance.

e Protection Areas - are areas designed for the protection of storage areas and
their surrounding respectively against fire.

e Staionar Tanks - are storage tanks designed not to be moved during ser-
vice lifetime.
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* Substance - is a chemical element, or a chemical compound including any
impurities and additives required for marketing the substance.

1 *nd unra Tanks - are stationary tanks which are surrounded on all sides
with earth and located below ground level. All other tanks are aboveground
tnks.

* Was - are movable items which the owner wants to dispose of or where
the orderly elimination of such items would maintain public well-being and
in particular environmental protection. Movable items left by the owner to
an agency responsible for elimination or to a third party, are wastes, even
though they may be recycled. These items remain as waste until they or the
materials gained from them are resold as useful items.

* Waste Ol1 - are used, semi-liquid or liquid substances, consisting totally or
partially of mineral oil or synthetic oil, including oil contaminated items
from empty oil containers, emulsions, and water-oil mixtures.

* ZoneO0 - are areas where, under ordinary operating conditions, combustible
or explosive vapor/air mixtures exist continuously or frequently and where
* maximum safety provisions are required because of expected serious conse-
quences in the event of ignition of the vapor/air mixture. Hazardous areas
Zone 0 comprise especially the interior of containers and pipelines.

* Zonel - are areas where, under ordinary operating conditions as well as
during operating troubles, an occasional accumulation of combustible or
explosive vapor/air mixtures in hazardous quantities may be expected.
Hazardous areas Zone 1 comprise especially the area around filling points,
the immediate area of outlets of ventilation systems and the collecting
spaces and dome hatches of tanks.

0 7one2 - are areas where, under ordinary operating conditions, combustible
or explosive vapor/air mixtures in hazardous quantities may occur in excep-
tional cases, i.e., rarely and then only for a short time, for example in a
wide range above an aboveground tank or in the immediate area around
shut-off devices.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

2-1. Installations must Determine if the installation keeps copies of the following regulations on
have current German file: (1)(2)regulations available.

- law on the Protection against Hazardous Substances (Chem-
iekaliengesetz) (ChemG);-Federal Water Act (Wasserhaushaltsgesetz) (WH-G);

- Ordinance on Hazxdous Substances (Gefahrstoffverordnurng)
(GefStoffV);

- Ordinance on the Characteristics of Hazardous Subsances
(Gefaehrlichkeitsmerknale Venodnui (GefDerKmV);

- Ordinance on the Transportation of of Hazardous Goods on the
Roads (Gefahgutverordug Stamsse) (GGVS);

-Catalog of Water Endangering Substances (Katalog wasser-
gefaelirdender Stoffe);

- Federal Ordinance on Combustible Uiquids (Verordnw ueber
brenmbare Fluessigkeiten) (VbF);

- Technical Rules for Fbzardous Materials (Technische Regeln -
TRF)rRGS 514, 515);

- State Water Act (Landewassergesetz) (LWG);
- Community Statutes (SWadetK emndesamurg);
- Plant Protection law (Pflanzenschutzgesetz - PflSchG).

2-2. For installations Review installation files for the following ordinance:
located in Hessen and
Baem the following -Ordinance for the Storage and Handling of Water Fdareng

onance must also be. Substances (Verordnung ueber Anlagen zun Lagern, Abfuelen
available. und Umschlagen wasseigefaehrdender Stoffe und die Zlassung

von Fachbetrieben) (VAwSF). (1X2)

2-3. The installation Detennie if the installation actively identifies hazardous material accord-
should ensure that any ing to QienG. (1)(4)
hazardous materials are
properly identified, nack-a .e and laee

&2G).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Germ=

REGULATORY
REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS

2-4. Installations which Review areas of the installation; determine if the facilities used to store,
produce, store, transport, treat, trnsport, or dispose of are constructed in such a mamer that no
or dispose of any sub- pollution of surounding waters will occur. (1X2X14)
stances which are hazar-
dous must be constructed If possible observe the filling and draining c tanks; deternine if the pro-
in such a manner that no cedures used prevent pollution.
pollution to navigable
waters will occur. This New facilities require host government (local) approval prior to construc-
also includes production, tion.
treatment, maintenance,
and operational activities
at the facility
WHItWG).

2-5. Installations which Review areas of the installation which use or produce hazardous sub-
use hazardous substances stances. Determine if another product which is less hazardous could be
must determine if there is substituted. (9)
a less hazardous sub-
stance which could
replace the current
material being used
(GefStoffV).

2-6. Individuals that Survey work areas where hazardous substances are used/produced. Look
work with hazardous sub- for adequate ventilation, handing instructions, spill equipment, emer-
stances must be ade- gency phone numbers, emergency eyewash station, emergency shower,

equatlv protected first aid kit, and information on treatmnt for contact with the substance.
(GefStoffV). (3X4)

2-7. Areas which use or Review areas where aixborne hazardous substances may occur. Interview
produce hazardous sub- Environmental Coordinator to deternine if monitoring is required for the
stances must have 0 % of area and if it is being done. (2)
the hazard in the air. If
concentrations are higher If monitoring is being performed review monitoring reports for
the air must be monitored certification and that they are kept on file for at least 30 years.
for MAK, BAT, and TRK
values. This information
must be kept on file
(GefStoffV).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS

REQUIREMENTS:

2-8. Operating instruc- Survey workplaces for adequate instmetions on the handling of the sub-
tions which include a list stances. Ensure that emergency procedures are outlined, including first
of all the dangers associ- aid. Instructions on the proper disposal or treatment of the waste should
ated with the hazardous also be available. (3)(4)
substance must be pro
vided at the workplace
(GefStoffV).

2-9. Employees working Interview supervisor to determine the extent of training given to workers.
with hazardous substances Verify throgh trainig records. (1)
must be adequately
trained about the hazards Discuss with employees their work environmenit and taskings to deter-
and safety procedures mine their knowledge of the substances they are handling. etermine if
(GefStoffV). their knowledge is adequate.

2-10. Food, drink, or Check work areas for food, drink, or tobacco. Fnd out if employees have
tobacco is not allowed in a break room, or designated area for meals. Work areas must be clearly
areas where hazardous separated from break areas. (3)(4)
substances are produced
or used (GefStoffV). Washroons including showers should be available for the employee to

ensure a clean environment for eating, drinking, or smoking.

2-11. Storage of hazar- Inspect storage facilities to determine if there is adequate protection
dous substances should be against unauthorized enty and use. Is POC address clearly shown? (1)
done in such a manner as
to prevent unauthorized Check containers for proper labels; these should include the following:
use. Labels should ade-
quately warn persons of - name of material;
the dangers associated - name of compounds;
with the substance - danger symbols;
(GefStoff'V). - directions for special dangers;

- safety instrucions;
- name and address of producer.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German
REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

2-12. Storage buildings Check that storage buildings are not located in a flood plain and are
of poisonous substances resistant to high water or strong rainfall. (2)
must be designed to
avoid water pollution Verify that there are no drains or other escape routes to stonn water sys-
(TRGS 514). tens or to the ground water.

2-13. Storage buildings Verify that unauthorizedAllegal withdrawal of items can not be made
should be secure from the storage building. (1)
(TRGS515).

2-14. Poisonous Verify that poisonous material is not stored with: (3X4)
material should never be
stored with other hazar- - inflammables;
dous substances -(IRGS515). -mur~d gase;

- nitrogen fertilizers.

2-15. Persons working Check that personnel have been instructed on the dangers and safety
in the storage facility measures. See if monitoring devices for working place safety are avail-
should have sufficient able and adjusted. (3)(4)
instruction (IRGS514).

2-16. Storage buildings Check that exits are well marked. (4)
must have emergency exit
sign posted and have Lighting in building should not cause temperature increase.
access for fire fighters
(TRGS515). Verify that the a ate fire fighters are aware of the content being

stored, access to thebuilding, and area maps for further response are
available.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

2-17. Hzardous sub- Verify that substances are stored operly, items stored should also meet
stances should be the following specifications: (2X4X12)
seaae by groups as
asgned in TRGS$15. - pakages should be secure;e I ds should be stored in container that will prevent spills and in

the event of a spill have sufficient containment;
- spill contaiunent must be 10% of the total stored volume or 10%

of the largest container which ever is greater;
- special spill equipment nhist be available (absorbents, containers

for contaminated water);
- highly reactive or flammable substances can not be stored with

other items unless the quantity stored is under 1000kg, the sub-
stances are separated by a firewall, or there is a working and ade-
quate sprinkler system.

2-18. Persons responsi- Verify that the person r ble for the transportation of hazardous
ble for the transport of goods is prepared to supply samples of the hazardous substance and
hazardous goods must package specimens upon request of the appropriate authority. (14)
.uly the appropriateinformation to the
appropriate authority or
their representative (Gef-
GutA).

2-19. Hazardous sub- Determine if personnel categorize hazardous substances according to their
stances should be treated WGK nunber. (3)(4)
accrdin to the WGK
n=d listed in the Cata-
log of Water endangering
wassergefaehrdende

Stoffe).

2-20. Local water Verify inspection records are kept and requested improvements are taken
authorities are allowed to care of. Establish an internal inspectionhmonitoring program for hazar-
perform inspections of dous material storageAhandling sites. (4)
sites used for storage or
handling of hazardous
materia (LWG/local sta-
tutes).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

2-21. The application or Verify the use of pesticides. Are pesticides on hand, approved for use,
storage of pesicides must necessary to be applied (often not necessary) and applied conctly. (3)(4)
not en.r.er human
health, wildlife or ground
water resources
(PflSchG).

2-22. The storage of Review inspection records of areas were burnable substances are stored.
burnable substances Have pernmts been obtained through the Federal Assets Office or are
requires permission if installation personnel responsible/certified to obtain/give permission?
certain-quantities have (1X2)
been exceeded (VbF).

2-23. Improper storage Peview inspection records to verify no improper amount of hazardous
of hazardous -material is material was stored in residential areas and residents were instructed
not allowed in residential accordingly. (1)(2)
areas (LWCGbFGd
Stoff V).

2-24. The International Verify the reduction in using CFs has been accomplished. At the
Montreal Agreement to national level even stronger requirements exist and pro-active CFC recy-
protect the ozone layer cling is being perfonned. (1)
requires a 50% reduction
from the usage of chloro-
fluorocarbos (CFCs)
until the year 2000.

2-25. Facility response Verify that installation response plans to hazardous substance releases
plans to hazardous reflect the special requirements for emergency response (including treat-
material releases must be ment) for any identified hazardous substance on the installation.
adequately prepared. (1X2)(13)

See if installation emergency response plans correspond with local and
state emergency response plans on hazardous materials.
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Section M

Hazardous Waste Management

A. Federal Regulations

The most important waste disposal regulation relates to the law concerning the
avoidance and disposal of waste (Waste Law, "Abfallgesetz", abbreviated:
AbfG). With itus wide definition of waste, all moveable physical objects in
solid, liquid or gaseous state are included. All possible kinds of waste front
household and industrial waste to hazardous waste are covered. The AbfG now
includes waste oil as well, thus superseding the special law on waste oil
('Altoelgesetz"). Animal bodies and radioactive substances are not covered.

The AbfG is concerned not only with the disposal of waste, but also with its
avoidance. In its main features it imposes and specifies the obligation to
dispose of waste, lays out the general standards how and in what facilities to
dispose, and regulates the licensing of waste disposal installations and corpora-
tions engaged in the collection and transportation of waste.

In accordance with authorizations in the AbfG, the Federal Govemment has
enacted various ordinances in the area of waste disposal. Among them are:

- the ordinance on record keeping concerning wastes
(Abfallnachweisverordnung);

- the ordinance on collection and transportation of wastes
(Abfallbefoerderungsverordnung);

- the ordinance or. the import of waste (Abfalleinfuhrverordnung);
- the ordinance on the categorization of certain industrial wastes;
- the ordinance on waste disposal agents for certain operations.

It should be noted that the AbfG does not give specific instructions regarding
actual standards. Rather, it gives verbally !,scribed general standards.

The AbfG contains authorization for the federal Government to enact a techni-
cal Instruction on Waste Disposal that would parallel the TA Luft and TA
Laerm and could specify technical requirements. This important regulation,
however, is still in preparation.
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B. State/ Local Legislation

In addition to expressed authorization in the AbfG for the states to enact ordi-
nances (e.g. in Section 4 IV AbfG, authorizing the states to allow exemptions
from the general duty that waste be disposed only in special installations), cer-
tain issues of minor importance that are not covered or preempted by federal
legislation remain for the states to legislate.

State law determines which local authority or corporation is in charge of the
disposal, for which authorities and agencies administer the waste law; it
specifies regional coordination, licensing procedures and imposes requirements
concerning the operation of waste disposal facilities as far as personnel and
other operational matters go, excluding, however, matters of emissions.

Being charged by state and federal law with the duty of waste disposal, local
public bodies, such as counties and larger cities, can issue by-laws regarding
the duty to use its disposal facilities and the terms of handing over waste to the
disposal system.

I. Waste Avoidance and Recycling

The new AbfG states that avoidance and recycling are equally important to
disposal. The Federal Government is authorized to issue ordinances aimed at
the avoidance of wastes. However, none have been enacted as of now, the
Federal Government relying on voluntary restraint agreements with the
industry. The obligation under the BImSchG to operate installations so that
wastes are avoided through low-waste processes and recycling is another
application of the principle.

All wastes have to be collected, transported, treated and stored so that possi-
bilities of waste recycling can be utilized. Additionally, the Federal Govern-
ment is authorized to issue ordinances regarding the recycling of wastes.

II. General Principles of Waste Disposal

The AbfG requires that wastes be disposed of in a way that the welfare of
the general public is not impaired, particularly that:

- human health is not threatened and human well-being is not impaired;
- useful animals, birds, game and fish are not threatened;
- harmful environmental effects are not brought about by air pollution or

noise;
- concerns of nature protection, landscape conservation and urban con-

struction are safeguarded; or
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- public safety and order are not otherwise threatened or disturbed.

The goals of regional development and planning must be heeded.

Further requirements shall be laid down for the disposal of waste from com-
mercial or other economic enterprises or public facilities, which by virtue of
their nature, condition or quantity are particularly hazardous to health, air
and water quality, are explosive or flammable, or contain or produce patho-
gens of contagious diseases. The Federal Government has determined in an
ordinance listing a whole array of industrial refuse, the kind of wastes that
are covered by this provision.

Since the TA Abfall has not yet been enacted and no more precise standards
are available, the actual requirements will depend on a case study with the
help of experts whether the public welfare is impaired.

. Duty of Disposal

Generally, the municipalities and local bodies are in charge of disposing the
waste that accrues in their area. The competent bodies are determined by
state law. The public body may delegate its duty to third parties or may hire
contractors to execute the duty. The owner of the waste has the obligation
to cede it to the body in charge. The body must take all household waste. It
may exclude waste that cannot be disposed of in the manner of household
waste disposal. In this case, the duty remains with the owner. In the course
of his disposal the owner may hand over industrial wastes as specified in the
ordinance, for collection or transport only to persons which are licensed to
do that and only after receiving a declaration by the operator of a waste
disposal installation that he agrees to accept the waste. All wastes may only
be treated, stored and deposited in installations for this purpose.

C. Key Compliance Definitions

* Acceptnee - is the area on the site where the wastes are accepted into the
waste management facility.

* Containers - are movable open or closed enclosures such as casks, reusable con-
tainers, drums or comparable vessels.

* Cntainnenl s - are permanent open or closed enclosures such as bunkers or
tanks.

* Disprsal Above Cround - Solid, unreactive, immobile inorganic wastes can be

disposed of at above ground disposal sites. It is sometimes necessary to treat
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the wastes before disposal, e.g. by dewatering, conditioning, inertization.

* Dimal of Reftg - collwiing, transporting, treating, storing, and depositing of
refuse.

* ( az na.Log - contains waste management declarations for the wastes to be
disposed of at the facility, the facility's declaration log for the accepted wastes,
the in-plant routing tickets, documentation in the event of non-agreement of
waste deliveries, personnel and persons in positions of authority, and unusual
events and significant disturbances of normal operation such as accidents, fires,
machinery and equipment breakdowns.

* Prolysis - is a method of waste disposal for those wastes that do not decom-
pose within a reasonable time, mainly for organic and hazardous wastes, and
liquids that cannot be disposed of otherwise. This is done in a high-temperature
oven converting all of the organic materials to a less hazardous form and leav-
ing an inorganic residue.

0 * eivingAra - is the area in which the wastes are delivered, weighed and
identified.

SRefhm - moveable matter the owner wants to dispose of or the proper disposal
of which is imperative for safeguarding the welfare of the general public.

* Residum - are recyclable residue materials as well as the wastes to be treated or
deposited that are produced during waste treatment.

• SolidLWaste - removable substances, which the owner wants to get rid of or the
orderly elimination of which is indicted to maintain public well-being and in
particular environment protection.

* StrageArea - is the area in which wastes, treatment chemicals, supplies and
residues are stored for a limited time period.

* TreafmenLArea - is the area in which the equipment for waste treatment is
located.
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1 LJndgtmd Dispmal - high-toxicity, non-degradable wastes that cannot be
pyrolyzed as well as wastes containing highly soluble substances, which in
ground-level disposal facilities would pollute the groundwater, should be
disposed of underground to provide long-term isolation from the biosphere. The
basic methods of underground disposal are:

1. injection of sewage and other liquid wastes into aquifers.
2. injection of pumpable/dumpable wastes in caverns, possibly with situ

consolidation (particularly in caverns in salt structures)
3. disposal of solid wastes in mines in containers or as backfill.

SWaste - means the movable property of which the owner wishes to dispose of or
the proper management of which is necessary in the public interest, especially
for the protection of the environment.

" Was Jisad (Abfallentsorgung) - includes the recovery of substances or
energy from wastes and the deposit of wastes, and the collection, transport,
treatment and storage necessary to do that.

* Waste Management - includes the recovery or production of materials or energy
from waste (re-use and recycling of waste), depositing of waste as well as the
necessary collection, transportation, treatment and storage.

" Waste Management Officer - shall supervise the handling of wastes from their
generation or delivery to their final disposal. He must also supervise compli-
ance with the statutory ordinances governing waste management and instruct
the staff on the harmful environmental impact that may be caused by the waste
generated or managed at the site.

" Waste Manaement nemtor - shall appoint the Waste Management Officer in
writing and support the Waste Management Officer in the accomplishment of
his tasks and in particular, to the extent that is necessary for the accomplish-
ment of his tasks, place at his disposal assistant staff, premises, facilities.
equipment, etc.

" Waste Management Plan - is drawn up, for their respective region, by the state
or local authority designating suitable sites for waste management facilities.
The details laid down in the waste management plans may be considered bind-
ing on parties responsible for waste management.

* Wok Ara - is the area on the site in which the wastes are sampled or other-
wise openly handled.
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COMIHANE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOU1 WASIE MANAGMNM

EGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS

REQUUMUNIM

3-L Does the installa- Detenmin if copies of the following me available: (1)(2)
tion have cunert rilitary,
DoD, and FRG regular - Federal Waste Law (Alfailgesetz) (Abfi);
tions pertaning to hazar, -Law on the Protection against Hazardous Substances (Chem
dous waste. iekaliengestz) (ClunG);

- Federl Water Act (Wa iuusbaltsgesetz) (WHG);
- Federal Ordinance for the Categorization of Wastes (Verdnrung

zuw Bestinnrug von Abfaellen);
-Federal Oidinewe on waste documentation (Abfallnehweis
Vero ming) (AbfNehwV);

-Federal Ordnwe on Waste Transportation (Abfaflbefoerderungs
Vei rdzug (AbfBefV);

- Federal m on Waste Oil (Altoelvenidnmg) (Altoel V);
- Federal Ordinance on Hazardous Substanes

(Gefahloffvenmrmg) (GefStoffV);
- Federal Ordinance on the Charcteristics of Hazardous Substances

(Gefaehdichkeitaifl nle) (GefMerkmV);
- Ordinance on the Transportation of Hazardous Goods on Roads

(Gefebrgveridmmg Stzse) (GGVS);
- Catalog of Water Hazarnos astares (Katelog wasser-

gefashdender Stbffe);
- Federl Ondlinnce on Corbustible Liquids (Vemanurg ueber

birentae Fluesigiten) (VbF);
- Technical Rules for Hazardous Materials (Technische Regein fuer

Gefahsitoffe) (TRM 514, 515).

3-2. Installations which DetemirD if a copy of the folowing is available: (1)(2) Ordinance on the
me located in the state of Storage and Elulin of Water Enrsagering Sustaxes (Verokdmg
Baveria (Bayer) nust ueber Anlagen ztmu Legen, Abfudlen trod Umslien wasser-
also have the following gefaslidender Stoffetnd die zulassung von Fachbetrieben) (VAwSF).
regulatioL

34 Installations which Detemin if copies of the following me avalable: (1)(2)
me located in the state of - Ordinace on the Storage and Hardling of Water Endmgering
Hessen nxst have the fol- Substances (Verordnxng ueber Anlagen zrn Lagern, Abfuellen
lowing additional state urd Unechlagen wawegefaehrdender Sffeund die zulassung
regulations, von Fabetrieben) (VAwS;)

- Waste Act for the State of Hemen (H eclus Abfallgesetz)
(HAbfG);

- Hazadous Waste Ordinance (Veromrmmg ueber die Beseitigtng
von Sndrzbfaelen au Indshtrie und Guerbe).
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COMLANCE CATE)GORY:
HAZARDOUSB WAfflE MANAGENrW

RDGUA7X)R

34 Insations which Deternin if copies of tle following am aable: (1)(2)
we located in Rluinlan1 - State Wade Act (1a -eJalgesetz) (LAbfG);
Pfalz nwd have ftu fol- - Secondi Ordinance for the Impleentation of the Federal Waste
lowing additional stake Act and State Wase Act ( weite IxevrrmgzrDr

3-5. Installations md Eview flu installation waste rnwngernent progrun delemine if it
mnage waste in t fol- vides for the avoidance, ze-use or recycling, and proper dispo ~of
lowing Mnnmer. wasti. (2)

- Ininize thu Determne if re-use and recycling is given piority in wasLe mnaenent
arnount of waste over all other fomus of wase disposal.

- re-uin or recycle
wade geeatd

- propedy dispose of
wase at vemided
ffalies (AbfG).

34 Installations which Determizu if the irmbilation disposes of we in a rnmunr that will not
generete waste nit ca ar of tu foloing. (1)(2)-
enwze that it is disposed
of in a rizur tdat will - endanger human health andl ur~ipr human wez;
not irnpair flu well-being- - enanger domestic cattle, buds gamne, adi fish;
of fle p~iic (AbiG). - - affect wafer, soil, or useful plants in an adverse mnner,

-dimaegaa the rtection of tenaus or built environnun or,

3-7. Installations ustx Defemizu if flu ir~ilation is tung licensed collection, bmqpozt andi
collect razspzt and disposal firn. for solid wase (hazudow wase). (1) (2)
dispose of their wase
thro~ugh licensed disposal
flmus (AbfG!,

fi&Tzallatiozu which Dateim if the inst~ation buisports wase in rnilitazy vehicles, if so,
tzu~ot w~ in nli- review records for wase disposal penmits. O)4

iy veices dizectiy bD
th e disposal fwiliVw
=AA also have a =et;

fmmrn fle disposal filty
(AbfG).
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COMTLIAINE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASIE MANAGEMENr

Gmm

PEGULAWORY

3-9. Irntalladons which Review intallations wae oil naigemrt ogr tD detemrnt how
ws oil mist waste oil is disposed of. (2)dispose of it ls

from other wastes R, Check a rndom sample of dtumstem new motor pool aeas for waste
l. oil, cans, rags, or filters.

3-10. Installations Detein if the installation prperly labels hazardous waste aid tuin-
which produce waste that sports it separately from other fonrs of waste. (2)(14)
is hazadou nist pop-
erly label it The waste
mist alao be collected
and transported separately
fom other waste
(Abfti).

311. Installations nmst Review State and local requirmnns for the installatiorL (2)
follow any state of local
ordinances regarding the Detemine if proper managerment practices ae being accornplished.
collection, transportation,
or disposal of waste
(HAbfG, IAbfG).

312. Installations Determne if the installation uses Anmy vehicles to tnmsport hazardous
which tnsport hazardous waste. (2)
waste inArmy vehicles
nmist have disposal per- Review installation records for disposal pemira from local authorities
nits from the pm per
local authorities if the
waste is transported
direcy to the disposalfaclity (AbPG).

3-13 Irtallatiom )etentrine if the installation uses contrestoran tb a hazardous waste.
which use contrctors to Intrview persnel about procedures for verifying that the contractor has
bvsport hazardous waste the proper pernits.
off the post mus ensure
that either the tnsporter Review installation records for rejected waste loads, detemize if the
or the installation has the came was due tD insufficient pemits.
proper Irarportation andi

(bahwV, AbfV).
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CONMIANE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOtS WAS1E MANAGEME

3-14. istallations trari- Review records forcopies of thBegle _ (1)(2)

on MCOM must use a Detrmine if the form has been propery filled out with the conesponding
"Begleitecheiri' (haza waste nmber from the Ordinaice for the Declamtion of Wstes
dorw waste rrmifes). (Vemainng zur Besdnmyng vo Abfaellen).

((NOT When contra-
tors we used for transport
of waste, a1 eitaein" nmst be

a copy retained
at MIL=)M
(AbfNwhwV).)

3-15. The installation Determie if the ixsllation actively identifies hazardous wastes resualting
should ensure that all from operations using hazadus atstncea (2)
hazadous substses we
poperty ientifiedI pak

3-1A Indallations Review seas of te installation detemnie if tie facilities used to store,
which produce, shois, beat trasport or dispose of we cornsred in such a nusnr that nm
tnrsport, or disposa of pollution of smutdling waters will occur. (1)(2)(14)
any abstnaes which ae
hazudous must be con- If possble observe the filling anl driing of twks; deterne if the pro-
stnruted in such a nmmwr cedtus used prevent pollution.
that nm pollution to sur-
ound ing .waters will Watch soil pollution, because it could lead to wetlgrotdwaier pollu-

occur. I also included tion.production, treatmerA
nuunenaice, and opera-
tional activities at thefacilty (W .

3-17. Installations Check ntor pool aeas, and ohr vehicle uixtename aeas for oil
which produce wse oil recycling. Look for (2)
nmst adn;t to recycle
it, for waste oils contain- - sepae t ks for oil, tatmision fluids, hydmulic (fluids canmt
ing PCBs or othw hazar. be nixed);
dows subtanc~es must be . separate contairieis, clearly marked, for rags, caMu and filters;
disposed of separately in - good houekeeping.
an 'pwpate irmie
(Altoe). Eksmir new oil cons, hiriion fluid can for lebeling which stas

"When this oil becomes wtste, it ms be disposed of at a wae oil col-
lection facility. lixing with incompatible oils is prhibited."
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COMILANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECK&

3-18 InMividuals that Survey work areas where waste hazardous sbstanes me used and storecL
work with waste hazar- Look for adequate ventilation, hanling irstrctions, spill equipnent
dous substances rut be ergery p e nuireri, emrrgency eyewash station, emergemy
adequate!y prtected shower, first aid kit, and infonnaton on trwknert for contact with the
(GeffitffV). substance. (2)(4)

3-19. Areas which P- Review meas where airborne hazardous abstmnes my occur from.
duce waste wAxous hazardous wastea Interview Ehvimnanental Coonlinatnr to detenine if
ubstanres n st have 0% ronitoing is required for the area, if it is being done and who does it

of the aza in the air. F (2)
conentratons ae higher
the air rint be rmnitored If r.onitring is being peformed, review rmnitofing reports for
for MAK, BAT, and TRK certification and titd they are kept on file for at least 30 years
vaiue. This infonmuiion
must be kept on file

(GefftffV).
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COAU41ANE CATEGORY:
HAZAIROIS WASTE MANAG

Germai

REVIEWE RCECK

3-20. OPersting instn- Survey workplace for adequate instutions on the handling of the wasted
lions which include a list s etainces, Ewire that emergency prcedures we outlined, including
of all thdager aoci- first ai Indnructions on the proper disposal of the waste "huld also be
ated with waste available. (2)(14)
haz us bsance nist
be provided at the work-
place (GefSbnffV).

3-21. Eployees work- Interview supervisor to determin the extent of trining given to workers,
ing w ate hardous Verify through training records (3)(4)
subances. nist be ade-
qualdy trained about the Discus with employees about their work envirwmut to determi their
hazanis aii sdY Pro- knowledge of the substares they me adiling. Detemnin if their
cedures (GefSo knwledge is adequate.

3-22. Fbod, drink, or Check work areas for food, drink, or tobacco. Finlt* if employees have
tobacco is not allowed in a break mom, or designted mea for mal. Clean andul (wse) ae'es
areas where wade hazar- must be clearly separated. (3)(4)

dous abstances me pmo-
duced and/or stored Washrooms including showes should be available for the employee to
(Gef )ffV). ensue a clean envimmrt for eating, drinking, or smoking.

3-23. Storage of waste Insect storage facilities to detemine if flier is apreqe potection
hazardous e gainst unauthorized entry. Is POC address cleady show (1)
should be done in such a
nmmr as to pevent Check containers for proper labels diems duid include the following.
unmahonized use. bels
duld adequately warn - name of waste nterial;
persons of tie dnger - name of compounds
associated with tie sub- - dangero sybols
stance or waste - directions for special dangers;
(Get. ffV). - sfety insrutions;

- name ania ddress of producer.

3-24. storage brildngs Cluck that storl"M building is not located on a flood plain andi is resistart
of wasted hazardous s- to high water. (4)
stamce nist be deagned
to avoid water pollution Verify that there me no drains or ofler escape mutes to storm water ys-
(TRGS 514). terns or to the soil and ground water.

3-25. Sinrage buildings Verify that unauthorizedA legal withirawai of items can net be made
should be aecure. from the storage building. (1)
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COMHJANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOLS WARIE MANAGEMENT

GMM

REGUlATORY

REVIEWEQiCECK

REQUUV

3-26, Poisonous waste Verify tid poisonous waste rrterial is not stored with: (3)(4)
n-terial should never be
stored with other hazar- - inflanrbles;
dous subsamces - perxides
(TRGS515). - fljid gse

- nitrogen fertilizer.

3-27. Persons working Check that personnel have been instructed on the dangers and safety
in the storage facility rneamms (3)(4)
should have sufficient

in tion (TRGS514).

3-28. Storage buildings Check that exits are well naked and that lighting in building should not
must have envxgency exit cause a texnperme increase. (4)
sign posted, and have
access for fire fighter Verify tha the appmpriae fire fighters are aware of the content being
(TRGS515). stored and bow I gain access to the building.

3-29. Hazadous sub- Verify that substanes ae stored propey, itens stored should also neet
stances and their wastes the following specifiations (2)(4)(12)
should be seprted by
gnMups assigned in packages sluld be secure;

T 55. -liquids suld be stored in containers lat will pevent spills and in
the event of a spill have sufficient contsimnt;

- spll containmnt mut be 10% of the total stored vohnlu or 10%
of the largest container which ever is greater,

- special spill equipnere nmst be available (absorbents, con iinrs
or contmninted water);

- highly reactive or flarnnible astances can not be stored with
other iterm unless the quntity stored is under 1000kg, the sub-
stances are sepmated by a firewall, or there is a working sprinkler
system

3-30. Persons respons- Verify that the person responsle for the transportation of hazardous
ble for the trnspot of wade is pepmsd to supply samples of the waste hazardous substame and
hazadous waste nust package specinens upon request of the appmpriate supervisr or govern-
supply the appwpriate rant authority. Iowever, samples of hazardous wastes must be taken by
infounrtion to the autthrized and certified personnel (e.g. Bioenvimmnnntal or Public
apmpniate authrity or I-alth permnnel). (14)
their repesentative (Gef-
GutG).
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COMRJANCE CATE)GORY:.
ITAZARDIS WASIE MANAGflWENr

mIGUAThOy
REVEEWECHECKS

3-3L. Waste bwadouin Detemii if pezrxme categorize waste bazardous sustances according
..a uies ehould be k) their WGK runtwer (3)(4)
rnmaed according to the

W Knmbner lisled in
the Catalog of Water
endangenng Sitmee
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COMPLLANE CATBGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASIE MANAGEIMEN

Gomm

REGULATORY

REVEWCHECK

REQUfriUN

3-32. hin~tlaaions Review docunentation for the waste facility detemine if the proper
which operate waste documents are kept at the insallation. (1)(2)
disposal facilities nixt be
licensed TA AbFall 2.5
(GMP)).

3-33. Installations that Review application for the correct itens, along with the form the follow-
ae in the process of per, ing shuld be included: (1)(2)
rnitting a waste disposal
facility rrirt prepare the -PMprj list;
priper documents (GM. - rnpg %ich surveys laind zones which sbows the area surrounding

the facilities, or those fit are directly affected by the facility;,
- genral location nmp (1:25,000);
-secific buiIding arpl-, rnuncipal development plans (denoted

emo am);
- layout of plant to a scale of 1:5,000,
-list of th~e docurnents emcloscd;

- constrtion docments (for building pernit);
- layout plan scale 1:500;,
- techrical specifications;
- stnutral drawings (including gtund plans and sections) scale

1:100;,- proof of stabfivi
doc ents for Iuance of permits either urder 7 WHG or for the
discharging of substances (or groups of substanes) into waste
water systenw;

- any additional ccuments needed.

3-34. IntaIlations that Review-facility license compare this with any inventory of wastes treated,
operate waste disposal stored or disposed of. (1)(2)
facilities may only treat
store, or dispose of Interview plant renager on procedures of testing wastes to asst t it
wastes which they are can be prcess at the facility.
licensed for (GMl).

Tmatment at the facility rmust destroy, convert, separate, concerrate,
and inmobilize the lmnaful conmponents of the waste. These treawnnt
rntods rney include tlemnl tretnert, plbyical/chemical.

3-3&. Wastes may not Review waste stmrm at the installation, ersre that no streman ae being
be altered to avoid treat, dehbertely altered (e.g. diluted) in order to avoid treabment (2)
rent proceaws (GMP).
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COMAIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOIE WASIE MANAGDIFr

RUGULATORY

REIEM QUK~

3-36. htatioa that Review installation reycling procedures. (1)(2)

must first attent to recy- If a proces is available for recycling a product it is cormderd feasible
cle the waste before ung to recycle the product.
other treatrrent rwttxd
(GMI.

3-37. Wastes are Review the descriptions of the waste stmarns produced at the installation.
asigned specific xnaage- (2)
nant processes, these
processes ae based on Detenina if any process have changed sne the lat description was
the description of the written which woud cause it to be inactnate (from paragraph 4.4 of an
waste provided by the trm)."owner of the waste".
T1e waste disposal facil-
ity mxui nmke a deterri-
nation from this decrip-
tion as to whether or not
the disposal facility is
license to process the
waste (GMP).

3-38. Installations Review the installation waste sbeanrx for products that can mata use of a
which produce wastes physical/chermical treatment process. (2)
that contain sbstances or
a mxtre of a substance (NOTE If the product can be recycled this would be the prefened heatr
which can be sepurated or nnt nethod.)
rendered les haniu
thrugh physical or
chemical tzatrrent nxst
utilize this process
(GMP).

3-39. Installations Check that inineration is used for the following- (1)(2)
winch poducx e waste

thst rneet the cer- - waste which is self-corrbushble;
tamn criteria shtid utilize - waste which contains organic-toxic substances that aould be des-
incineration as the form tryed tenrlly;, or,
of' 3atnent (GMP). - waste which contains organic fractions, so that the ssignrent of

another tre tnnt process would wt be feable.
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COMIPL4E CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASIE MANAGEMENr

Gemm

REGULATORY

REVIEWER C

REQUER

3-40. .ta'ce disposal Detemiu if wastes being sent to a snface landfill are assigned the fol-
rny only be used by lowing values: D1 -D6, and D7.01 -D7.03. (1)(2)
waste bam which have
been the proper
value (M)

3-41. Deposition of Detemnn if the installation disposes of any waste stream through the
wastes underground ry use of undergrourtuz landfills. (1)(2)
o.nly take place if the pm-
ticular waste canot be Ebsr that these wastes meet the criteria for this method of disposal and
physically/chernically appnrohate authorities were involved for exaniiton and approval.
teatd or incinmter and
provided that the waste is
not explosive, flanmeble,
or reactive with other
wastes deposited there or
the envimnnunt in which
it is stored, or form toxic
gases (GMP.

3-42. Wastes deposited Detennin of the installation disposes of ary waste in a mnofill, if so
in nwnofills can include enur that the waste number is within the range stated " if not that it
bulk wastes which have has been approved for the particular waste in question to be rnomfilled.
sinilar deposition (1)(2)
behavior. The wast nmust
have values between D1
to D7.18 if the value is
higher the individual
waste nust be consdered
before it is disposed of
(GMIP).

3-43. Installations may Detemin whether or not the installation has been cer tied. (1)(2)
be subject to waste
nunenwnt certification Review records for recycling, and proper asignment of waste stream
for portions of the waste identification numbers.
nk declaration.
This review will include Detenine how old the installations waste de.laration is if it is mre then
chcking for items t thee years old it can not be recertified.
ae recyclable, and
whether wa streanm
have been properly
assgned (GMI.
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COMIJANE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOIUS WASIE MANAGEMENT

Germm
lffn

REVEWECHE

3-44. If the installation Review waste stzeam declarations detemrne if any change has been made

has any cbges in the in the waste stresn that a new declaration has been fied. (1) (2)
waste stearn, a now
waste

3-45 Photocopies of fi~v Review records for phocouies of waste rnenent declarations. (1)(2)

declaration must be kept
on file for ten yeas
(GMP).

3-4, Bstallations Interview waste disposal nwug, detemin if the facility has separate
which operate a waste nits. (2)(16)
disposal facility nxst
have a separte waste Deteminm if the waste inspection unit taes respons3iliy for pemit
inspection wit a d a pmpmertion, pemit acceptace, inspectior. The operation unit must take
wade operation unit responabiity for plant engineeing.(GMI.

3-47. An orgwzational Review files for orgarizational chart (2)
chart must be kept on file
at tm waste disposal
fsflit, (G3 .
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COMIEANE CATEGORY:
HAZADOUS WASI MANAGEEN

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CIHECK

HEQUU

3-48. The waste Tis inchdes the following tasks: (2)(16)nvW facility nnvt
rean accetoe - consult with the waste generar about peparing the responaility
eclmtion (GMI5. declaration;

- implernrt an declaration tests or investigations caried out in te

review declation with regard to wastes aprved for nwage-mert;
- establish the type, etent, a feqmueny of identity checks-
- establish delivery conditions aid safety regulations for hardling,
- issm acceptme certificates after confimtion of the waste

nwugemert declaration by the "com aity;,"
- fo rwading the waste nunaernt declaration to the competert

autirity for the waste maagement facility in order to obtain
confirntion of the alnissfllity of waste management;

- prepar a phbtocopy of the waste mnagenent declaration for the
compareys own purposes aid transer the original to the waste
generator.

Review records for acceptswe declarations.

Deternire if the appnrpneat steps listed above are being taken.
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CORMIANCE CAIEGORY:
HAZARDOUB WANlE MANAGENGPm

REGULATRY
REVIEWRHOC

3-49. Once the wast is Check the wae nifest (1)(12)
delivered to the fwility
ui acceptae inwtion Check the wae mwen*n declaation in the accepace a of the
mus take place (GMP). y facility with the delivered waste for agrmenert with with the

conesponding entries on the waste nrifest

Eniine the in-house routing ticket for doctuenating the esits of
accepterice .inpection, asigntm nt to trmaer point or to the stolrage or
disposal location, the bandling steps (if needed) and tazfer.

Deternizu quantity of wate either in weight (prefered) or in volume.

Ie waste which should include: visual inspection, sanpling,
d aion analysis and sanpe storage.

(NI Surples nust be shDred at the faility for one rnonth. After
which thy ry be laxifilled for ix ninths.)

Con4)er the results from the acceptance inspection ud the declaration.

- if them agree the waste can be acceped;
-if these do nt agree the itns in question nist be clarified by the

pa y which aged the waste declration;
- if the facility is licened for this wade it can nuin;
- if the facility is not licensed an altenrive must be promptly deter-

nined.

Review facility inspection prcedtes.

Detemine if they met the lited requirenwAs.

3-50. Any vehicles Detemrim if the facility is uect"ng the vehicles before leaving the
=delier*g waste xst be facility. This should include: (14)

before leaving
the facility (GMID. - cleaning of tnke

- cleaning of velicles;
- lg..ng of vehicles if needed to confinn vohume of waste
delivered;

- ihoue rimfing ticket chcked, and tumud in;
wat WnD flifest turned in.

3-51. Peronnel at the Detemine if the facility personnel have been adequately trained for job
waste facilt4 should have specific tasks (GMVP).

adequte lridMM Isvenunt personnul li~ud have the technical knowledge; this abidd
be evidenced by proof of raining or degree.
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CONMJA1NE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MAPAGEMEI!r

REQ~m _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3-52. The fariliy u DeemirM if the facility bas a set of regulations whrich inchle sfety.
have a set of reuation Any siglifiat meguations rrst be displayed at the plant entrne. (4)
a facility rxnnsl aidlan
operations log (GMP.

3-5& Before the facility Detemtine if the facility bas a plant rrnWa whxich is kept up to date
rrMy operas aixd whan- fle xmural mixt contain the following irfomridon (1)(2)(12)
ever thmr me revisions
inide to the regulations a - job descriptions;
copy nmda be amitted - job instructions;

co the etent ariior. - inspection procedures;
ity for apiVa: - maintenance procedue;

- spcafety1I ations;

- documentation ptioceduzes
- fling procedures.

3-54. Wase rnge- Review the facility's operations log for the following. (1)(2)(12)
nunt facilities rrxst, have
a Operations Log - waste nmagenunt declarations for wase to be disposed of in the

- declaration log for wases accepted by the fawiliVy,
- in-plant M~uting tickets;
- documrentation of n-agreerrent wase deliveries (discrepaxmies9)

as well as eniries in the responsile declaruion andi the declama
tion andayass and any otiur adlditional steps taken;,

- declaration book staling any residues idt we to be treated,
disposed of, andi or recycled, at a different; location;

- me~teorological data - if required-
= perml and persons in positions of anlborityr

-re:d of events such as fires, eitplosioru nwhirinry flaiure. This
should also include: date of incident, duratior4 rmtigation. pro-
cedurms
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WAS1T MANAGENO

Gwn

RNLITW

3-5& In addition to the Cleck for tle following. (1)(2)(12)
above wate eahrunt
facilities shaould have the - plant oeion times, sAut down times, if applicable it should be
following as a pet of the according to ft ep a e operations;
operations log. - tealrnt pian wWh imludes data on wa st e, sorage aea,

quatity, length of teahtmt aut bezit location for w es;
proof of te q."of waste per beaftnnt location for solid,
p t ep, adlid wastes (including drm) in t/dao or con-
tainer untdtW

- proof of the pIncess nauials used per day (inchles fuel, teat-
nut cenicals, pwcem water elc) in t/dq;

- pof of reslting and utilized heat in iiriion plant
(GIyear);

- flu type, anmunt, and the. location of the wase and prcesu ap-
p~lies stored in flu plant;

- the tp, the rnxout, compoaition and tim of tl liquid wases tobe included, and if appliceble, bo be intrdued
- fhe uit extut of -ntsnce procedues thet we televant for

authorized operation;

- Note: there mE, be additional un tio Wqued. for vaioustpe. of e n te nxt be douented in the
log.

3-50. X Th operstions Deteminu if the facility manaer checks and initials these logs daily.
log be u (1)(2)(12)
by quaW Lemel on
daily bais. Review pro- Detemnu if flu logs ae Wpt in a secure place to prevent unatborized
cedures for i access,
operions log (GMP).

3-57. The operation log DeWnim if the log is available for inspection. (1)(2)(12)
nmus be made available
for inspection (GMP).

3-58 The operation Detemine if tle isalation fa iliy has nuintaiu operations logs for
lonxt be kept for a teuniniumtinufm nd voit tY Wae WlEa e tofteaufth-
numru of flue yeaur ties on requst. (1)(2)
logs pertaining to
landifills mxis be main-
tained for m undeter-
rnind nu frwm (GMP5.
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COMPIANCE CATIEGORY:
HAZAMRUO WASTE MANAGEMENr

EGUIATORY

REQUIRDUN

3-59. The facility mA Interiew plat u , rs deeTi if any incidents have occured and
' c iar cihave nts how they were ,a.

effects on persons or (NOT This does not affect the provisions of the Accident Ordinance
tings within or outside (12BImSchV) (Stoeifall Vemondumig). Incidents covered by this Ordi-
the facility or could result rmce anst be handled accordingly.)
in a s'At down of the
facility. Such incidents
nxist be reported by

Dh theicor et,
auhrty h rtly

(GMIM.

3-60. An overall annual Review amial reports on the operations log, detmnine if they have been
review numst be prepaz' prepared in the proper fomt.n (1)(2)(12)
wibdin three rMnths after
th end of the calendar
year. Ibis evaluation of
th entries recorded in the
log muAt be in the fonrut
required by Umweltstsais-
tikgeetz [Ervirnmntal
StaEtisics Act] (GMIP).
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Section IV

Natural and Cultural Resources Management

A. Federal Regulations

Endangered Species:

Concerning endangered species. of flora and fauna the primary legislation in the
FRG is as follows:

- Nature Protection Act (Bundesnaturschutzgesetz);
- Forestry Act (Bundeswaldgesetz);
- Act about Species Protection agreement ratifying the 1973 Washington

Convention on flora and fauna threatened with extinction;
- Plant Protection Act (Pflanzenschutzgesetz);
- Animal Protection Act (I'ierschutzgesetz);
- Wildlife Species Act (Bundesartenschutzgesetz);
- Federal Hunting Act ( Bundesjagdgesetz);
- Ordinance for the Protection of Wild Animal and Plant Species, 1986;
- Federal Game Protection Ordinance, 1985.

Cultural Resources:

Gznntly no Federal law exists concerning the protection of cultural
resources, most often referred to as monuments. But in nearly every
state there does exist a law, statute, or provision for the protection of
monuments.

While requirements for protection of cultural monuments are found at
the State level, provisions for preservation of cultural monuments can be
found in the Federal Building Act (Bundesbaugesetz). The FRG is also
a participant in the "Convention Concerning the Protection of the World
Cultural and Natural Heritage."

Nature protection:

The main legal framework dealing with nature protection is the Federal
Nature Protection Act (Bundesnaturschutzgesetzy. While this Federal
act provides a framework, the actual responsibility for nature protection
and land management is at the State level.
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In reference to wetlands protection, the FRG is a participant in the
'.reaty Concerning Wetlands especially as Habitat for Water and Shore
Birds of International Significance."

B. State and Local

Endangered Species:

The States have adopted ordinances implementing the various Federal
species protection acts and ordinances. But the States also protect
animals or plants native to a specific geographical region. One of the
most commonly protected animals at the State level are various species
of deer such as the red deer or the muffle deer.

Cultural Heritage:

In the FRG the State has the primary responsibility in the protection of
cultural monuments. Currently this responsibility is executed through
the promulgation of an ordinance or statute protecting cultural monu-
ments and the maintenance of a register of listed monuments.

Nature Protection:

Within the States the protection of nature in specific localities is the
responsibility of local administrations, except in Berlin, Breman and
Hamburg.

The State provisions identifying and classifying parcels of land as pro-
tected zones, landscape planning, land and forest management, land con-
solidation and allocation, and recreational land use regions are extensive
and often detailed.

In addition to protected natural areas that have been identified and are
managed by the State, there are also private conservation areas owned
by various organizations throughout the FRG.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

QrouMs of BuildingS - groups of separate or connected buildings
which, because of their architecture, their homogeneity or their place
in the landscape, are of outstanding universal value from the point of
view of history, art, or science.
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Sabitat - the normal abode, natural home or locality of a named
species or population of a named species;

- a distinctive type of terrain, site or location, distinguished by physi-
cal, geographical, vegetational or other features.

* Monument% - architectural works, works of monumental sculpture and paint-
ing, elements or structures of an archaeological nature, inscriptions, cave
dwellings and combinations of features, which are of outstanding universal
value from the point of view of history, art or science.

* Regions - the geographical units defined in nomenclature of territorial units for
statistics(NUIS) of Eurostat, the Statistical Office of the European Commun-
ity:

- on level II for Greece, France, Italy, Portugal, Spain and the United King-
dom, and

- on level I for other Member States.

* Sites - works of man or the combined works of nature and man, and areas
including archaeological sites which are of outstanding universal value from
the historical, aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological points of view.

* Spwimen - any animal or plant, whether alive or dead, of the species specified
in accordance with Annex II and Annex HI to this Directive, any part or
derivative thereof, as well as any other goods which appear from an accom-
panying document, the packaging or mark of a label, or from any other cir-
cumstances, to be parts or derivatives of animals or plants of these species.

* Threatened Habitat - a type of environment characterized by a complex of abi-
otic conditions and a specific biotic community, exposed to the risk of disap-
pearance or degradation because of its scarcity or because of the fragility of
its ecological conditions or because of the fragility of its more specialized and
characteristic species or because of its tendency to raification. In this context
"disappearance" means passage to another category in general classification of
habitats and "degradation" means the reduction of its most characteristic ele-
ments without any change of category.
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- endangered species, i.e., taxa in danger of extinction and whose survival is
unlikely if the causal factors continue operating. Included are taxa whose numbers
have been reduced to a critical level or whose habitats have been so drastically
reduced that they are deemed to be in immediate danger of extinction; and

- vulnerable species, i.e., taxa believed likely to move into the endangered
category in the near future if the causal factors continue operating. Included are
taxa of which most or all populations are decreasing because of overexploitation,
extensive destruction of habitats or other environmental disturbance; taxa with
populations that have been seriously depleted and whose ultimate security is not
yet assured; and taxa with populations that are still abundant but are under threat
under serious adverse factors throughout their range; and

- narrow endemic species under latent threat.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL & CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

4-1. Determine actions (btain a copy of the previous review of natural/cultural resources
or changes since previous management. Deterinine whether non-compliance issues have been
review of natural and cul- resolved. (2)
tural resources manage-
melit.

4-2. Copies of all Determine whether copies of the following are kept at the installation:
relevant Federal, Laender, (1X2)
and local laws, regula-
tions, ordinances and gui- - Verordnung zum Schultz Wildebender, Pflanzennarten Bundesar-
dance documents con- tenschutzverodmnu (B rtSchV), Federal Nature Conservation
ceming natural and cul- Act, Section One;
tural resources manage- - Bundesnaturschutzgesetz (BNatSchG), Environmental Protection
ment should be main- and Landscape Maintenance;
tamined at t installation. - European Economic Connunity (EEC) Regulation 3626/82;

- EEC Environmental Policy and law, 18/6 (1988), Draft Directive
Habitat Protection of Wila Hora and Fauna.

4-3. Certain species of Review APPENDIX IV-1 to determine if any species listed in column 1
wild flora and fauna are are liesent on the installation. (17)
subject to special protec-

on (BArtSchV, Section
1, Article 1).

4-4. A permit is Verify that a permit was obtained if any of the species: (17)
required for the import or
export of certah species - marked with a cross (+) in Column 4 of Table 4-2; or
of fauna and flora - listed in Column 1 of Table 4-1;
(BArtSchV, Section 2, - were imported or exported by the installation.
Article 5).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL & CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

4-5. Installations are Determine whether any of the wild fauna species fisted in APPENIDX 1
prohibited from using or 2 are lured caught or killed on the installation. (17)
certain mthods and/i
equipienUttopursue lure, Verify that the following methods and equipment are not used.catch or kil certain wild

fauna and vertebrate - snares, nets, traps, hocks, glue, or other adhesives;
species (BArtSchV, Sec- - living animals used as bait;
Ion 6, Article 13). artificial light sources;

- acoustic or electrical devices;
- gas, smoke,intoxicating or toxic substances;
- semi-automatic or automatic weapons with magazines that hold

over two cartridges or have sighting devices;
- explosives;
- motor vehicles or aircraft;
- boats with a driving speed of more than 5kmAcxwr.

unless the installation has been granted an exemption.

4-6. Iistorical Detennine whether any historical landscapes are present on the installa-
landscapes are required to tion and confirm that measures are being taken to protect them. (18)
be preserved (BNatSchG).
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Section V

Environmental Noise Management

A. Federal Legislation

The Federal Immission Control Act (Bundes-Immissionsschutzgesetz) enacted
15 March 1974 and supplemental Immission Control Acts of the states form the
basis for environmental protection from noise disturbance. Building codes, city
planning, environmental planning, trading, and traffic (road, rail, air and water)
regulations also have elements protecting against excessive noise. Installations
dealing with nuclear power and airports with jet aircraft are the only commer-
cial and industrial exceptions to the Federal Irnmission Control Act. The
Federal Aircraft Noise Control Act of 1971 (Gesetz zum Schutz gegen Flu-
glaerm) is a separate law for airports with jet aircraft.

Procedures are provided in the Federal Immission Control Act to control instal-
lations with activities producing noise detrimental to humans, animals, plants,
and materials. Installations with potential for detrimental noise impact on the
environment receive official approval through the appropriate "Factory Inspec-
torate" (Gewerbeaufsichtsamt). Installations requiring official approval can be
ordered to appoint an "immission control agent" (Immissionsbeauftrager) if
justified by the size and nature of the installation. The duties of an immission
control agent include developing and implement beneficial manufacturing
processes, controlling and supervising compliance to legal pollution limits, and
educating personnel about good environmental management practices.

Technical instruction giving directions to the appropriate government agencies
on acoustic standards to be met by noise producers to receive an operating
license was issued in 1968 in "'echnical .Instruction for Providing Protection
Against Noise" (TA Laerm). These have become the established standards for
measuring the acceptability of noise.

The most important German regulations on noise immissions for barracks,
shooting ranges, and military training areas are in the 'Technical Instructions
for the Protection Against Noise" (Technical Instructions - Noise, 1968) and the
"VDI Guideline 2058 Judgement of Work Noise in the Neighborhood" (VDI
Guideline 2058, 1973).

The Federal Aircraft Noise Control Act of 1971 requires aircraft operators and
airports to minimize the adverse effects of air traffic on the public. Further-
more, this act called for the designation of noise protection areas around air
fields used by jet aircraft. Two protection zones have been designed. In zone
1, buildings, such as new dwellings, are restricted in areas that are likely to be
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greatly affected by noise; and individuals already living in that zone are com-
pensated. The construction of hospitals, homes for the aged, schools, and simi-
lar institutions is prohibited in zone 2.

State noise regulations address issues such as the authorization of the state
government to prohibit detrimental noise activities at 'an installation, authoriza-
tion of communities to limit or prohibit detrimental noise activities, personal
responsibility of the citizen for noise impact, protection of "night rest", time
and duration of fireworks, and noise reduction plans.

C. Key Compliance Definitions

0 Aunnanc - is a function of several factors:

1) the loudness of the sound;
2) the tonal quality of the sound;
3) appropriateness of the sound.

* Bakgromd LNoiss - lowest foreign noises present at the measurement location
which cannot be attributed to any one noise source (they are characteristic of
the locality when the noise source being evaluated is not in operation).

* Central BRminess Districts - central business districts mainly serve the accommo-
dation of commercial businesses, and of central economic and administration
facilities. Allowed are business, office, and administration buildings; retail
businesses, saloons, restaurants, accommodation and entertainment businesses;
other non-disturbing commercial businesses; religious, cultural, health, and
sports installations; gas stations accompanying major parking facilities;
residences for staff personnel and managers. On exception, other residences
and gas stations not described above can be permitted.

* Commercial Districts - commercial districts serve primarily the accommodation of
not substantially disturbing businesses. Permitted are commercial businesses of
all kinds and storage facilities. Also included are business, office, and adminis-
tration buildings; and gas stations. Exceptions for staff and manager housing,
and religious, cultural, social, health, and sports installations can be permitted.
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* Cmsj Uu Noisc - noise that:

- exceeds the background noise by 10 dB in all or in particular frequency
bands;

- occurs at times of rest or recuperation (for example, at night, in the even-
ing, early morning, or during weekends);

- stands out from the background noise through special frequency or impulse
characteristics; or

- its type is unusual or alien to the locality.

* Detrimental Fnvimnmental Impadc - immissions which, by their nature, extent, or
duration are likely to endanger, substantially disadvantage, or substantially
annoy the general public or neighborhood.

* Duration of Measurements CM - must include the characteristic noise effects
and be so annotated. The duration of the measurements depend upon the regu-
larity of the noise source and is in general short in comparison with the refer-
ence duration.

" Emissions - air pollutants, sounds (noise), vibrations, light, heat, rays, and similar
environmental impacts which are emitted from some installation.

" Fxclusivey Residential Arem - exclusively residential areas serve residential pur-
poses only. Buildings allowed in these areas include residences, with excep-
tions provided for non-disturbing shops, workshops, and accommodation
businesses covering daily needs. The size of the building can be limited to two
dwelling units.

SF oign Nise - noises which occur independently from the noise sources under
evaluation (traffic ncses, noises originating from other installations or equip-
ment).

* General Residential Areas - general residential areas serve predominantly residen-
tial purposes. Buildings allowed in general residential areas include residences,
local stores, saloons, restaurants, non-disturbing workshops, and religious, cul-
tural, and social facilities. Upon review and approval accommodation
businesses, other non-disturbing commercial enterprises, administration and
sports facilities, nurseries, gas stations, and small animal hutches can be permit-
ted. The size of the buildings can be limited to two dwelling units.

* humisions - air pollutants, sounds (noise), vibrations, heat, rays, and similar
environmental impacts, which affect human beings, animals, plants, and other
materials.

* Installations Requiring Official Approval - all installations which are potentially
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able to produce detrimental environmental impacts, endanger, substantially
disadvantage, or substantially annoy the general public or neighborhoods.

*Mxe LAre - mixed areas serve residences and commercial businesses which do
not disturb the residential areas. Buildings allowed include residences; business
and office buildings; retail stores, saloons, restaurants, and accommodation
businesses; other commercial businesses; religious, cultural, social, health, and
sports installations; nurseries, and gas stations. Special exceptions are possible
for small animal hutches.

* Ncise - is sound that annoys or which poses a threat to human well-being. Peo-
ple become annoyed with sounds when they interfere with some valued activity
such as sleep, conversation, recreation, or concentration. Noise of sufficient
magnitude can cause hearing impairment and has been linked to stress-related
conditions (Development of a NMP for HQ, USAEUR).

* Other Special Areas - all areas not described in other area definitions are con-
sidered "other special areas". Of particular concern are health resorts, shopping
malls, fair grounds, universities, hospitals, and harbors. Installations of the
German Bundeswehr are also considered special areas (Federal Ministry of
Defense, 1984).

* Raing I - the effects of noise are evaluated in terms of the rating level (Lr),
which is determined from A-weighted sound levels and takes into account the
duration of the noise, the time of day, and especially the characteristics of the
noise (frequency, impulse). The effect of variable noise of a particular rating
level is equivalent to a constant noise source of the same level during the total
reference duration.

• Recreation Areas - recreation areas are defined as areas with weekend homes,
vacation homes, and campgrounds.

0 Reference Dration.C[B) - the guide values of the rating level are referenced to a
duration of 16 hours during day-time and 1 hour during night-time. The night-
time is comprised of 8 hours: it starts in general at 10 PM and ends at 6AM.
(NOMU In specific cases during the first and/or last night-time hour, the gen-
eral night-time guide values may be exceeded by 5 dB(A).)
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" SoudLee - depend upon the the method of measurement. A-weighted sound
level (LA) is used as the unit of measurement and is described in DIN 45633,
pert 1. Additional subscripts indicate the'method of measurement employed:

- LAI used for IMPULSE setting, given in dB(A1);
- LAX used for Fast setting, given in dB(AF);
- [AT used for periodic maximum measurement method, given in dB(AT).

SXillag - the pimary purpose of villages is the accommodation of agricultural
and forestry businesses, and private residences. Other businesses allowed are
retail stores, saloons, restaurants, and accommodation businesses; workshops;
other non-disturbing commercial enterprises; installations for local administra-
tions; religious cultural and sport installations; nurseries, and gas stations.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS,

5-1. Detemine actions Obtain a copy of the previous review of noise management. Determine
or changes since previous whether non-compliance issues have been resolved. (2)
review of noise manage-
nent.

5-2. Copies of all Determine whether copies of the following are kept at the installation:
relevant Federal, laender, (19)
and local laws, regula-
tions, ordinances and gui- - Bundesimmissionsschutzgesetz (BImSchG) Federal Emission Con-
dance documents con- trol Law, Air and Noise Pollution, 15 March, 1974;
cerning Noise nane- - Bundesimissionsschutzverwaltunsvorschriften (BInSchVwV)
ment should be maim- Federal Air and Noise Pollution Regulations;
tamined at the installation. - TA Laerm, Technische Aneitung zum Schllz gegen -Laezm,

Technical Instructions for the Protection Against Noise, 16 July
1968;

- Gesetz zum Schutz gegen Fluglaenn, Fedl Aircraft Noise Con-
trol Act, 1971;

- Bundesgesetzblatt I, (page 503) Law on Protection from Construc-
tion Noise, 24 May, 1968;

- Verband Der deutschen Igenieure, (VDI) 2058 Part I, Beurteilung
von Arbeitslaerm in der Nachbarschaft, Evaluation of Ambient
Noise, August 1971;

- Verbamnd Der deutschen Ingenieure, (VDI) 2058 Section B1, Judge-
ment of Work Noise in the Neighborhood, 1973;

- Deutsche Industie Norm (DIN) 18005, Noise Abatement in Urban
Panning, May 1987;

- DIN 45645, F*ibeitliche Ernitting des Beurteilungspegels, Teil 1,
Standardized Determination of the Rating Level or Sound Inni-
sions, Pat 1;

RHERNLAND)PFAIZ

- State Ordinance on Noise Control, 25 October, 1973.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Gtm

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS _

5-3. Noise from militazy Verify that the following external guide values are not exceeded- (19)
activities must be con-
trolled to protect human exclusively commercial or industrial district (can include
health and welfare. Cer- residences of ownerhnanager of the business or emerency ser-
tain noise levels should vices):
not be exceeded, depend- - 70 dB(A) AOV day and night value;
ig upon the area(s, that
border or are contained area that is predominntly industrial:
within the installation - 65 dB(A) AOV day value;
(VDI 2058 Part 1 [draft], - 50 dB(A) AOV night value;paragraph 3.3.1). p area that is neither exclusively residential or industrial, a mixed

area:
- 60 dB(A) AOV day yalue;
-45 dB(A) AOV night value;

-areas that are predoninantly residential:
-55 dB(A) ACV day value;
-40 dB(A) ADV night value;

- exclusively residential areas:
- 50 M(A) ADV day value;
- 35 dB(A) ADV night value;

- rest areas (kurgebiet), hospitals, nursing homes and other specially
posted areas:

- 45 dB(A) ADV day value;
-35 dB(A) AOV night value.

Confirm that maximun instantaneous noise levels which exceed the stan-
dard immission values by more than 30 dB(A) by day and 20 dB(A) at
night are avoided and/or resolved.

5-4. When establishing Verify that the microphone used to assess the level of external noise is:
compliance with the (19)
external guide values,
certain measurement - located 0-5 meters outside the building, in fron of an open win-
practices must be fol- dow, or 3 to 4 meters away from the building, at a minimum
lowed (VDI 2058 Part 1 height of 12 meters;
[draft], paragraph 42.1). - has a wind shield.

Confirm that appropriate sound level meters (according to DIN 43633)
are used:

- precision impulse type for noise levels that change less than 10
dB/second;

- simple sound level meter when only a rough estimate is required.

Verify that the equipment has "FAST' and "IMPULSE' settings and has
an A-weighted network.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Germ-an

REGULATORY

REVIEWER.CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS. ___________________________

5-5. Noise transmitted Confirm that the following values are not exceeded within any residential
to the inside of residential buildings: (19)
buildings is also regulated
and nust not exceed - 35 dB(A) day value;
specified values, regard- -25dB(A) night value.
less of the external guide
values for the area (VDI Verify that the measurements used to assess compliance with these levels
2058 part 1 [draft], para- follow the procedures listed below:
graph 33.2). - doom and windows dosed;

- nicrophones placed 12 meters above the floor;
- microphones placed at least 12 meters away from any wall;
- microphones placed in areas that are regularly utilized by people.

5-6. The conspicuous- Determine whether any areas which are not covered by established guide-
ness of noise must be lines for noise level have been assessed for the following conspicuous-
taken into account when ness factors: (19)
guidelines for acceptable
noise levels have not - noise exceeds the background noise by 10 dB or more in any or all
been established (VII freqmy bands;
2058, Part 1 [draft], para- - noise occurs at night, on weekends, early mornings, or on week-
graph 1). ends;

- noise stands out fron background through special frequency or
impulse characteristics;

- is an unusual or alien type of noise for the area.

5-7. PHaring new Detenrine whether noise abatement measures are being implemented
builing or alteri a and/or planned for with any new construction or rebiailitaion. (2)
buildirg for a new fnc-
tion on propty adjacent Confirm that the following levels are not exceeded (if applicable):
to a federal highway
should incorpoate meas- - hospitals, schools and nursing homes;
ures that prvwide protec- - 60 dB(A) day;
tion from annoying and - 50 dB(A) night;
unacceptable traffic noise.
Certain areas and facili- - exclusively and generally residential areas:
ties nust be provided -62 dB(A)day;
protection fum noise - 52 dB(A) night;
within specified limits

-central business districts, villages, and nixed areas;
(RL-8.- 67 day-57 tight;

- commercial districts;
- 72 (KNday;
62 ( ight.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Germ=

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

5-8. The results of Examine noise measurement reports (see APPFNDIX V-i). (19)
evaluations performed to
assess noise levels should
be maintained.

R1HMqLANaPFALZ

5-9. Installations are Verify that operations at the installation that could disturb the public
prohibited from ergaging peace are not performed between 2200 hours and 0700 hours unless: (19)
in any certons that ds-
huib the pbic pac dur- - they are actions taken to avoid or resolve an emrnegency; or
ing certain hours (State - the installation has been granted an exemption (interview local
Odinance on Noise Con- authorities).
tro paragraph 2).

5-10. The use and Confirm ha the following prohibitions are complied with: (1)
operation of motor driven
awn and garden equip- - motor driven lawn mowers may only be used on workdays from:

ment is regulated (State - 0700 - 1300 hours and;
Ordinance on Noise Con- - 1500 - 1900 hours,
trol, paragraph 4).

(NILE This restriction does not apply to electric lawnmowers with
noise reduction.)

- only equipment with noise reduction is used within 50 meters of:
- churches;
- hospitals;
- nursing homes;
- childrens homes;
- other establishments requiring noise control.
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Section VI

Pesticide Management

A. Federal Regulations

The primary Federal regulations concerns pesticides which may be used in
FRG; applicator certification; and the destruction or protection of specific flora
or fauna by pesticide/berbicide use. Requirements concerning storage, disposal,
and runoff are found within the regulations concerning hazardous materials,
water-endangering substances, and waste disposal.

Specific regUations of interest include:

0 Act Concerning Trade in DDT (Gesetz ueber den Verkehr mit DDT, 1972);

* Ordinance Concerning Hazard Indicators for Substances and Preparations
According to the Chemicals Act (1981);

* Ordinance Concerning the Scope of Pesticides for Plant Protection Agents
(Verordnung ueber Anwendungsverbote fuer Pflanzenschutzmittal, 1988);

* Fifth Notification Concerning the Substances and Procedures That May be
Employed During Officially Required Rat Extermination (982);

* Ordinance for the Protection of Bees From Dangers Due to Pesticides
(1972);

* Ordinance on Examinations for the Diploma of Qualified Pest Control

Agent (1984);

* Plant Protection Expert Knowledge Ordinance (1987);

* Ordinance Fighting Against Muskrats (1988);

* Plant Inspection Ordinance (1989);
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B. State /Local Requirements

At the State level the requirements involve the adoption and implementation of
the Federal Plant Protection Act. The states have also promulgated ordinances
concerning the use of specific pesticide/herbicide substances such as ethylene
oxide, prussic acid, and compounds which develop hydrogen phosphide. In
addition to being regulated at the Federal level, the States have also promul-
gated pest specific regulations such as provisions for controlling warble flies
and the destruction of crows.

The states have also promulgated regionally specific ordinances within their
individual jurisdictions. One example is in the State of Bavaria, the Ordinance
for the Protection of Trees in the State Caital Munich, 1976.

C. Key Compliance Definitions

* Affected/Infected Artices - plants, plant products or other articles which are, or
could be the carriers of certain harmful organisms.

* Balance of Nature - its components, namely earth, water, air, types of animals,

types of plants, as well as the interaction of the structure of effects existent
between them.

* CAltivated Substrates - earth/soil and other substrates in solid or liquid form
which serve as room for the roots of plants.

" Harmful Organisms - animals, plants and micro-organisms in all stages of
development which can cause significant damage to plants or to the products of
plants, as well as the muskrat. Viruses and similar pathogens are considered to
equate to micro-organisms; illnesses not caused by harmful organisms are con-
sidered to equate to harmful organisms.

" Integrated Plant Pmtection - a combination of procedures in which the use made
of chemical plant-protection-media (pesticides, fungicides, etc.) is limited to
those amounts which are necessary and where primary care is given to meas-
ures of a biological, bio-technical or plant-breeding nature as well as to meas-
ures.

" Intrxuction Into (Public) Use - the offering, holding stocks ready for issue,
offering for sale and any manner of handing-over to other parties.
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0 PantLEduds - products originating from plants which are not treated or pro-
cessed other than by simple procedures such as drying, chopping, crushing,
grinding, etc., with the exclusion of processed wood.

o Flan.JProtetion - the protection of plants from harmful organisms and non-
parasitic damage; the protection of products made from plants against harmful
organisms (protection of stored stocks). Includes the use made of and the pro-
tection afforded to such animals or plants or micro-organisms with which the
control of harmful organisms can be undertaken.

* Plant Protection Fquipment - appliances and equipment which are designed for

the emitting of plant-protection-media.

0 Plant Protection Media - materials which are designed to:

1) protect plants against harmful organisms or non-parasitic damage;
2) protect plant products against harmful organisms;
3) protect plants or plant products against animals, plants or micro-organisms

which are not harmful organisms;
4) influence the life-processes of plants including nourishment (growth regula-

tors);
5) hinder the germination/sprouting of plant products; and
6) kill plants off or rid areas of plant growth or keep areas free of plant

growth (without these materials falling under 1-5 above).

listed from 1 - 5 above so as to alter their characteristic or their effects.

0 Raas - living plants and parts of plants including fruits and seeds which are
intended for cultivation purposes.

0 Plant Strengthening Media - materials which are solely designed to increase the
resistance of plants to organisms without these materials exerting any harmful
effects upon either the health of people and animals or the balance of nature.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

6-1. Determine actions Cbtain a copy of the previous review of pesticide management and deter-
or changes since previous mine whether non-compliance issues have been resolve& (2)
review of pesticide
management.

(NOrE The term "PES-
TICIDE used in this pro-
tocol refers to both insec-
ticides and herbicides.)

6-2. Copies of all appli- Determine whether copies of the following documents are kept at the
cable Federal, Laender installation: (20)
and local regulations
directives, and guidance - Katalog wassergefaehrdendr Stoffe, Catalog of Water Endangering
documents on pesticide Substances;
management should be - Statute Concerning Dealing with DUT, 15 September, 1986;
maintained at the installa- - Verordnung ueber Anwendungsverbote fier Pflanzenschutznittel
tion. (Pflanzenschutz-Anwendungsvertrdnung) 27 July, 1988;

- Verordnung ueber die Verwendung von Phosphorwasserstoff zur
Schae lingsbekaempfing, Ordinance Concenin the use of
Hydrogen Phosphonde for Pest Control, 6 April, 1936.

6-3. The production, Confirm that the installation does not use or acquire DDT or any of its
introduction, export, tran- products, including food made from animals exposed to DDT and ents
sport, utilizaton, or used for cleaning, dying, etc if they are remainders from DDT p=tducts.
acquisition of 1.1.1- (20)
Tichlor-2 through 4
(clorphenyI-aethax) and
its isomers (tI) pro-
ducts, or any materials
that contain [DT is for-
bidden (Statute Concern-
in[ Dealing With DDT,
I September, 1986,
paragph 1).
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Section VII

POL Management

A. Federal Legislation

The Law Concerning Measures to Assure the Disposal of Waste Oil (Waste
Law) or Abfallgesetz (AbfG) now includes waste oil. Consequently, it super-
sedes the special law on waste oil, Altoelgesetz, and regulates disposal of waste
oil and oil residues. If an individual, organization, or business accumulates
more than 500 kilograms of waste oil per year, accurate records must be main-
tained of its accumulation and disposal. Fees on raw oil products are put in a
fund to reimburse the cost of waste oil disposal within the guidelines of the
law. However, AbfG does not give specific instructions as to actual standards,
but verbally describes general standards. Technical instructions are still in
preparation..

Technical regulations with general building provisions for aboveground and
underground tanks exist in the Technical Regulations for Combustible Liquids.
The Technical Ordinance on Plants Which Serve the Storage, Filling and Tran-
sport on Land of Combustible Fluids contains regulations for storage and
dispensing of fuels.

B. State Legislation

Where there is express authorization in the AbfG for the states to enact ordi-
nances, certain issues of minor importance may be legislated by the state.

C. Key Compliance Definitions

* Air Polltion - are changes to the natural composition of the air, especially
through smoke, soot, dust, gas, aerosols, steam, or substances giving off smell.

S(lean.AiPl an - is prepared when harmful effects are expected by air pollution
within the whole or parts of a heavily polluted area. It shall contain:

1) the kind and extent of the air pollution established and expected to cause
harmful effects on the environment;

2) the findings as to the causes of the air pollution; and
3) measures to diminish the air pollution and precautionary measures.
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" Conbustihle T iquids - are substances with a flash point axI which are neither
solid nor viscous, which have a steam ressure of 3 kg/m or less at 50 0 C,
and which beiong to one of the following groups:

1) Group A: liquids with a flash point not exceeding 100 0 C, which do not
have the properties of Group B in regard to water solubility, namely:

HazarG.ass : liquids with a flash point below 21 o Q
HazarLOassjl : liquids with a flash point between 21 0 C and 55 C
Hazard Class I : liquids with a flash point between 55 " C and 100 6

C.

2) Group B: liquids with a flash (point below 21 0 C which are soluble in
water in any proportion at 15 C, or their combustible liquid components
which are soluble in water in any propdon at 15 o C.

* C Distanr - is the horizontal distance measured from the point of discharge
as traversed by a vapor/air mixture heavier than air. If the creep distance is
interrupted by an immovable, impermeable obstruction made of non-
combustible materials, the distance along this obstruction is then added to the
length of the creep distance.

" Emission - are the air pollution, noise, vibrations, light, heat, rays and similar
phenomena emitted from an installation.

* Harmful Fffect; on the Fnvironment - are intromissions which, according to
their nature, bulk or duration, may by their nature cause dangers, significant
disadvantages or substantial annoyances to the general public or the neighbor-
hood.

* Heavily Polluted Areas - are areas in which air pollutants arise or are to be
expected, which because of the frequency of their appearance, their high degree
of concentration, or the danger of the combined effects of different air pollu-
tions may cause harmful effects on'the environment to a particular degree. The
heavily polluted areas are designated by law ordinance of the Land Govern-
ments.

* Inlmissions - includes air pollution, noise, vibrations, light, heat, rays and
similar interferences with the environment which have an effect on human
beings as well as animals, plants or other things.

* Maximum Pernmissihle Storage Ouantities - are regulated under Technical Regu-
lations for Combustible liquids and are set according to location of storage
facility, type of container, and hazard class of liquid.
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* Mvaable lanks - are containers used for storage and transportation of greater
volume than movable receptacles.

* Mable Recepaces - are storage and transportation containers (such as drums,
barrels, cans, and bottles) designed for having their location changed and hav-
ing a capacity not exceeding:

- 445 liters for liquids of Group A, Hazard (lass I and II (rupture-proof);
- 780 liters for liquids of Group B (rupture-proof); and
- 2.2 liters for non-rupture-proof movable receptacles.

0 0 Pipelines Within Opertion Areas - are pipelines within operating areas, includ-
ing piping and distribution stations, for the transportation of combustible
liquids, insofar as the pipelines do not exceed the limits of the operation area or
do not pertain to a storage facility for combustible liquids.

e Standard of Technolog. - is such a status of development cf progress pro-
cedures, devices or operating methods as appears to assure the practical
effectiveness of a measure designed to limit emissions. In determining the stan-
dard of technology, comparable procedures, devices and operating methods that
have been successfully tried in operations shall in particular be utilized.

* Stationay Tanks - are storage tanks designed not to be moved during service.

" Substances Deleterious to Water - are crude oils, benzines (gasolines), diesel
fuels and fuel oils, acids, and other solid, liquid, or gaseous substances likely to
contaminate waters or otherwise adversely affect them by alteration of their
qualifies. (Such other substances shall be determined by the Federal Govern-
ment by way of a statutory decree subject to the approval of the Bundesrat.)
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SSuhbtincs Ha ardotut to Water - are solid, liquid and gaseous substances, in
particular

- acids, lyes;
- alcalic metals, mineral and tar oils and their products;
- fluid and water soluble hydrocarbons.

which can alterate the physical, chemical, or biological characteristics of waters
in a detrimental way.

U sesof - includes the introduction or discharge of matter into surface
waters, introduction and'discharge of substances into coastal waters, the
discharge of matter into underground water, or any measures which are likely
to cause, either permanently or to a not merely insignificant degree, harmful
changes in the physical, chemical or biological constitution of water.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

7-1. Determine actions Review previous POL Management assessment to determine if non-
or changes since previous compliance assessment issues bave been resolved. (1)(2)
assessment of POL
Management.

7-2. The installation Establish that a file which contains applicable laws, regulations, and ordi-
should maintain a current nances is maintained at the installation and includes the following: (1) (2)
file- of FRG and State
regulations, laws, and - Wasserhaushaltsgesttz (WH1) Federal Water Act;
ordinances pertaining to - Abfallgesetz (AbfG) Federal Waste Disposal Law;
POL management. - Altoelverordnung (AltoelV) Federal Ordinance on Waste Oil;

- Verordnung ueber brennbare Fluessigkeiten (VbF) Federal Ordi-
nance on Combustible Liquids;

- Technische Richtlinien fLer brennbare Huessigkeiten (TRbF)
Technical Regulations for Combustible Liquids;

- 100 and 200 general safety;
- 112 gas stations;
- 141;
- 142 tank container;
- 143 moveable containers;
- 211;
- 212;
- 220 tanks;
- 221;

- Landeswassergesetz (LWG) State Water Act;
- State Ordinances on Storage of Water Endangering Liquids;

- VAwSF- Hessen;
- VAwS - Nordrhein-Westfalen;
- VLwF - Baden Wurtenbeg;

- Local statutes (including waste, POL surface drainage, etc.).

7-3. Petroleum products Check accumulation points to confirm that containers are property
which are not utilized for marked and in good condition. (2)(10)
their intended purpose
should be reclaimed, Check vehicle hobby shops to verify that used crankcase oilsAubricants
recovered, and disposed are being collected.
of as waste and stored
propet in accordance Determine that used petroleum products are collected, segregated, and

Federal Water disposed of according to the Federal; Waste Disposal Law and applicable
Act and state or local ordnances.
ordinances (Federal
Waste Disposal Law Check hazardous waste protocols for applicable regulations.
(AbfG) and applicable
ordinances). Check if accumulation points constructed or storage sites used for POL

products comply with proper guidelines (see 7-2) and avoid POt penetra-
tion into the ground.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY
REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS

7-4. Approiate waste Check that appropiate waste oil types are recycled: (2)
oils may be recycled but
not nixed (AltoelV). - motor and transmission oil;

- hydraulic, turbine oil.

(Other waste oil can be recycled if free of hazardous substances that
aggravate the recycling process.)

Verify that motor and transmission oils are never mixed with hydraulic,
and turine oils.

7-5. Recyclable oils Verify oils designated for recycling do not exceed standards for hazar-
must not contain more dos concentrates. (2)
than 20 mg PCBAcg and 2
grans of total halogens(AltoeIV).

7-6. Synthetic oils con- Verify that synthetic oil containing PCB is not mixed with other waste
taining PCBs must be oil.(2)
collected, transported, and
disposed separately from
other waste oils
(AltoelV).

7.7. Manifests for the Verify that copies of the manifests are maintained. (1)(2)
transportation and dispo- (See Hazardous Waste Section.)
sal o? waste oils must be
kept (AbfG and State
ordinances).

7-8. Spills of petroleum Follow procedures outlined in the "Installation Spill Response Plan." (2)
products may have to be
reported to the host Determine if spills have occurred by interviewing DEH fire Chief. (5)
nation water authorities
bapoaP erocedures Examine records in spill incident files to verify that proper notification
(tateWater Act). has occurred and that follow up reports were prepared as required.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

7-9. Drainage water Determine if discharges containing harmful quantities of petroleum pro-
which is determined to ducts were properly treated, recovered, or disposed of by inspecting
contain cum pro- records and interviewing personnel. (1)(2)(3)ducts in =amu quanti-
ties must be treated pror
to discharge to meet
applicable water qlity
standards (Federal Water
At, WAI.

7-10. Wash water and Confirm that residues from tank cleaning operations are disposed of prop-
fuel sludges resti erly: (1X2)(3)
from periodic
cleansing should not be - wash water which does not contain detergent;
discharged to surface - wash water is discharged over an oiFAvater separator into the
waters, sewers, or to the sewer;
ground; discharge of such - sludges are punped out periodically and disposed of as a special
materials must comply waste.
with all FRG and local
environmental regula- Confirm that tank bottom residues were disposed according to the Federal
tions. Waste Disposal Law (AbfG) and applicable ordinances.

7-11. Above gr ound Inspect above ground storage tanks with capacity over 300 liters to verify
storage tanks should be that adequate containment is provided. This includes portable tanks and
provided with a catch other containers that have been stored at a site for an extended period.
basin if the capacity (10)
exceeds 300 liters (VbF).

7-12. Above ground Verify that tanks with capacities over 1001)00 liters are not located
storage is prohibited within Zone TUB areas. (1)(10)
within Zone 1lB of water
protection areas if the
capacity of the tank
exceeds 100,00 liters

e Ordinance on
Storage of Water
Endangering Substances).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PO[. MANAGEMENT

Germ=

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTSt

7-13. Installation of Verify all tanks with a capacity greater than 40,000 liters are not located
Underground Storage in Zone liA of water protection areas. (1X2)
Tanks with a capacity
above 40,000 liters is
prohibited in Zone hA
Of water protection areas
(State Ordinances, on
Storage of Water
Endangering Substances).

7-14. Storage is prohi- Verify that no POL storage occurs in Zone Il. (1)(2)
bited within Zone of
water protection areas
(State Ordinance on
Storage of Water
Endangering Substances).

7-15. Above ground Determine that all tanks are inspected and deficiencies corrected.
storage facilities nirst be (X2)(10)
inspected every 5 years.
Inction by ecl scher

wachuzgsverein
iS recCIEVmnded

StateOrdinance on
ater Endangering Sub-

stances).

7-16. Underground Verify that inspections are bei done every two and a half (2 1/2) years
tanks must be inspected in water protection areas. (1X2(10)
in accordance with
number 15 and in water
protection areas every
two and a half years
(State Ordinance on

ater Endangering Sub-
stances).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

7-17. Building, instla- Verify that all work done on POL facilities is done by qualificA personnel
tion, maintenance, repair, or contractor. (1)(2)(10)
or cleanin of POL facili-
ties r % don by spe-
cialized firms or by
qualified in-house person-
nel (Federal Water Act
(Wn) paragraph (arti-
cle) 19()(1))

7-18. Storage facilities Note any occurrences that would require an inspection. (2)(10)
must be inspected: prior
to start-up; fllowing sub- Verify that the inspections have been performed.
stantial change in the
stonae facility; prior to
reactivation of a plant
which has been out of use
for more than one year;
inspection is ordered; to
prevent possible waterpollution; and after a
plant has been closed
down (Federal Water Act
(WHG), paragraph (arti-
cle) 19(i)(2)).

7-19. filling and drain- Interview personnel to determine that they know the duties to be per-
ing of tanks at POL facil- formed during filling and draining. (10)
ities muist be watched
closely and safety instal- Check that safety equipment is in good condition.
lations and eqipment
must be inspected prior to
the camenceren of the
work (Federal Water Act
(WHG), paragraph (arti-
cle) 19(k)).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

7-20. Installations with Examine records and the area to confirm the following: (1)(2X10)
undeipround storage tanks
containing petroleum are - maintenance of a leak detection system for each tank or group of
subject to leak detection, tanks;
prevention, and correction - inventory control system in conjunction with a tank;
requirements (TRbF 106). - maintenance of monitoring or tank testing records;

- procedure for taking corrective action when required;
host nation response pocedures.

7-21. Installations may Examine new steel underground tanks to detenrine that they are cathodi-
not install any new cally protected or designed to prevent release. (1)(2)
urm d tank unless

protected or Examine that tank and safety devices are approved types.
designed to prevent any
release k 'RbF 106).

7-22. Installations with Verify that any US? taken out of operation has been property filled or
underground tanks taken removed from the ground. (2)(10)
out of operation are
required to remove the
tanks or clean and fill
them with sand or other
solid materials (TRbF
180,280).

7-23. Buried piping at Check records and interview personnel to confirm buried piping is prop-
installations should have erly protected from corrosion. (1)(2)
a protective wrappng and
coating and should be If cathodic protection methods are used, insure that they are approprate
cathodically protected if and applied correctly.
soil conditions warrant
(rRbF 131, 231, and TM Verify that detected leaks and failures are being reported.
5-343, Ch. 9).

7-24. All above- and Review personnel and interview a ate rsonnel to verify that regu-
below- ground fuel piping lar inspections have been conducted. (1)(2)(10)
systems should be regu-
lady examined, and any Inspect above ground items such as flange joihts, valve glands and
suspected leaks should be bodies, catch pans, pipeline supports, locki.g of valves, and metal sur-
investigated immediately faces and determine that their general condition is assessed on a regular
(Mr'F 131, 231, and TM basis.

5- h 9). Examine records to verify that confirmed leaks have been reported and
leaking pipes are either repaired or replaced.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS

7-25. Off-installation Examine records to confirm inspections are perfoned. (1)(2X10)
pipelines should be
inspected regularly (TlbF Detennine by interviewing appropriate personnel that detected leaks and
131,231). failures have been reported and leaking pipes have been repaired or

reaced. (3)

7-26. Combustible Check that public traffic is banned from areas of storage and only author-
fluids at airfields should ized vehicles are allowed access to area. (2X4)(10)
not be stored in areas
accessible to public traffic Check that storage tanks are not near taxi lanes used by aircraft.
or in plane taxiing areas.

7-27. Combustible Check that capacity of surface tanks is less than 30,000 lbs. (2X10)
fluids should not be
stored at airfields in sur-
face tanks in amounts
exceeding 30,000 lbs.

7-28. New oil con- Examine new oil cans, transmission fluid cans for labeling which states
tainers must have proper "When this oil becomes waste, it must be disposed of at a waste oil col-
labeling to ensure that lection facility. Mlixing with incompatible oils is prohibited." (2)(10)
proper disposal takes
place after use (Altoel V).

7-29. Installation of Verify all tanks with a capacity greater than 40,000 liters are not located
Underground Storage in Zone IIIA of water protection areas. (1X2)(10)
Tanks with a capacity
above 40,000 liters is
prohibited in Zone IIA
of water protection areas
(State Ordinances on
Storage of Water
Endangering LWquids).

7-30. Underground Verify that inspections are being done every two years in water protec-
tanks must be inspected tion areas. (1)(2)(10)
in accordance with para-
graph (e)(5) in water pro-
tection areas every two
years.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

Germah

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENT&I _____________________________
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Section VII

Solid Waste Management

A. Federal Regulations

The most important waste disposal regulation relates to the law concerning the
avoidance and disposal of waste (Waste Law, "Abfallgesetz", abbreviated:
AbfG). With its wide definition of waste, all moveable physical objects in
solid, liquid or gaseous state are included. All possible kinds of waste from
household and industrial waste to hazardous waste are covered. The AbfG now
includes waste oil as well, thus superseding the special law on waste oil
('Altoelgesetz"). Animal bodies and radioactive substances are not covered.

The AbfG is concerned not only with the disposal of waste, but also with its
avoidance. In its main features it imposes and specifies the obligation to
dispose of waste, lays out the general standards how and in what facilities to
dispose, and regulates the licensing of waste disposal installations and corpora-
tions engaged in the collection and transportation of waste.

In accordance with authorizations in the AbfG, the Federal Government has
enacted various ordinances in the area of waste disposal. Among them are:

- the ordinance on record keeping concerning wastes
(Abfallnachweisverordnung);

- the ordinance on collection and transportation of wastes
(Abfallbefoerderungsverordnung);

- the ordinance on the import of waste (Abfalleinfuhrverordnung);
- the ordinance on the categorization of certain industrial wastes;
- the ordinance on waste disposal agents for certain operations.

It should be noted that the AbfG does not give specific instructions regarding
actual standards. Rather, it gives verbally described general standards.

The AbfG contains authorization for the federal Government to enact a techni-
cal Instruction on Waste Disposal that would parallel the TA Luft and TA
Laerm and could specify technical requirements. This important regulation,
however, is still in preparation.
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B. State /Local Legislation

In addition to expressed authorization in the AbfG for the states to enact ordi-
nances (e.g. in Section 4 IV AbfG, authorizing the states to allow exemptions
from the general duty that waste be disposed only in special installations), cer-
tain issues of minor importance that are not covered or preempted by federal
legislation remain for the states to legislate.

State law determines which local authority or corporation is in charge of the
disposal, for which authorities and agencies administer the waste law; it
specifies regional coordination, licensing procedures and imposes requirements
concerning the operation of waste disposal facilities as far as personnel and
other operational matters go, excluding, however, matters of emissions.

Being charged by state and federal law with the duty of waste disposal, local
public bodies, such as counties and larger cities, can issue by-laws regarding
the duty to use its disposal facilities and the terms of handing over waste to the
disposal system.

L Waste Avoidance and Recycling

The new AbfG states that avoidance and recycling are equally important to"
disposal. The Federal Government is authorized to issue ordinances aimed at
the avoidance of wastes. However, none have been enacted as of now, the
Federal Government relying on voluntary restraint agreements with the
industry. The obligation under the BIrnSchG to operate installations so that
wastes are avoided through low-waste processes and recycling is another
application of the principle.

All wastes have to be collected, transported, treated and stored so that possi-
bilities of waste recycling can be utilized. Additionally, the Federal Govern-
ment is authorized to issue ordinances regarding the recycling of wastes.

ff. General Principles of Waste Disposal

The AbfG requires that wastes be disposed of in a way that the welfare of
the general public is not impaired, particularly that:

- human health is not threatened and human well-being is not impaired;
- useful animals, birds, game and fish are not threatened;
- harmful environmental effects are not brought about by air pollution or

noise;
- concerns of nature protection, landscape conservation and urban con-

struction are safeguarded; or
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- public safety and order are not otherwise threatened or disturbed.

The goals of regional development and planning must be heeded.

Further requirements shall be laid down for the disposal of waste from com-
mercial or other economic enterprises or public facilities, which by virtue of
their nature, condition or quantity are particularly hazardous to health, air
and water quality, are explosive or flammable, or contain or produce patho-
gens of contagious diseases. The Federal Government has determined, in an
ordinance listing a whole anay of industrial refuse, the kind of wastes that
are covered by this provision.

Since the TA Abfall has not yet been enacted and no more precise standards
are available, the actual requirements will depend on a case study with the
help of experts whether the public welfare is impaired.

HI. Duty of Disposal

Generally, the municipalities and local bodies are in charge of disposing the
waste that accrues in their area. The competent bodies are determined by
state law. The public body may delegate its duty to third parties or may hire
contractors to execute the duty. The owner of the waste has the obligation
to cede it to the body in charge. The body must take all household waste. It
may exclude waste that cannot be disposed of in the manner of household
waste disposal. In this case, the duty remains with the owner. In the course
of his disposal the owner may hand over industrial wastes as specified in the
ordinance, for collection or transport only to persons which are licensed to
do that and only after receiving a declaration by the operator of a waste
disposal installation that he agrees to accept the waste. All wastes may only
-be treated, stored and deposited in installations for this purpose.

C. Key Compliance Definitions

" Accertae Area, - is the area on the site where the wastes are accepted into the
waste management facility.

* Conain - are movable open or closed enclosures such as casks, reusable con-
tainers, drums or comparable vessels.

" Containme.nts - are permanent open or closed enclosures such as bunkers or
tanks.

" Diqprral Above Crmund - solid, unreactive, immobile inorganic wastes can be
disposed of at above ground disposal sites. It is sometimes necessary to treat
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the wastes before disposal, e.g. by dewatering, conditioning, inertization.

* Disprxal of Refvse 7 collecting, transporting, treating, storing, and depositing of
refuse.

" QCmrcais LD& - contains waste management declarations for the wastes to be
disposed of at the facility, the facility's declaration log for the accepted wastes,
the in-plant routing tickets, documentation in the event of non-agreement of
waste deliveries, personnel and persons in positions of authority, and unusual
events and significant disturbances of normal operation such as accidents, fires,
machinery and equipment breakdowns.

.• Iyroysis - is a method of waste disposal for those wastes that do not decom-
pose within a reasonable time, mainly for organic and hazardous wastes, and
liquids that cannot be disposed of otherwise. This is done in a high-temperature
oven converting all of the organic materials to a less hazardous form and leav-
ing an inorganic residue.

SRe n - is the area in which the wastes are delivered, weighed and
identified.

* Refuse - moveable matter the owner wants to dispose of or the poper disposal
of which is imperative for safeguarding the welfare of the general public.

Sesidues - are recyclable residue materials as well as the wastes to be treated or
deposited that are produced during waste treatment.

" Solid Waste - removable substances, which the owner wants to get rid of or the
orderly elimination of which is indicted to maintain public well-being and in
particular environment protection.

" Sj=RAi - is the area in which wastes, treatment chemicals, supplies and
residues are stored for a limited time period.

" TreatmArea - is the area in which the equipment for waste treatment is
located.
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* undergrmnd Disrnsal - high-toxicity, non-degradable wastes that cannot be
pyrolyzed as well as wastes containing highly soluble substances, which in
ground-level disposal facilities would pollute the groundwater, should be
disposed of underground to provide long-term isolation from the biosphere. The
basic methods of underground disposal are:

- injection of sewage and other liquid wastes into aquifiers;
- injection of pumpable/dumpable wastes in caverns, possibly with situ

consolidation (particularly in caverns in salt structures);
- disposal of solid wastes in mines in containers or as backfill.

SWaste - means the movable property of which the owner wishes to dispose of or
the proper management of which is necessary in the public interest, especially
for the protection of the environment.

• Waste Dispusl (Abfallentsorgung) - includes the recovery of substances or
energy from wastes and the deposit of wastes, and the collection, transport,
treatment and storage necessary to do that.'

" Waste Manaement - includes the recovery or production of materials or energy
from waste (re-use and recycling of waste), depositing of waste as well as the
necessary collection, transportation, treatment and storage.

* Waste Management Officer - shall supervise the handling of wastes from their
generation or dclivery to their fi.al disposal. He must also supervise compli-
ance with the statuatory ordinances governing waste management and instruct
the staff on the harmful environmental impact that may be caused by the waste
generated or managed at the site.

* Waste Management (pertor- shall appoint the Waste Management Officer in
writing and support the Waste Management Officer in the accomplishment of
his tasks and in particular, to the extent that is necessary for the accomplish-
ment of his tasks, place at his disposal assistant staff, premises, facilities.
equipment, etc.

" Waste Management Plan - is drawn up, for their respective region, by the state
ot local authority designating suitable sites for waste management facilities.
The details laid down in the waste management plans may be considered bind-
ing on parties responsible for waste management.

* Work Area - is the area on the site in which the wastes are sampled or other-
wise openly handled.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Germa

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

8-1. Installations must Deternine if the installation has the following ordinances available: (1)
have current German
regulations available - Federal Waste Law (Abfallgesetz) (AbfG);

- Federal Ordinance on Waste Transportation (Abfallbefoerderngs
Verordnung) (Ab Befv);

- Code of Practice for Wrecked Automobiles (Autowrack-Mekblatt).

8-2. Installations located Determine if the installation has copies of the following: (2)
in the state of Hlessen
must also have the fol- - Waste Act for the State of Hlessen (Hessisches Abfallgesetz)
lowing ordinance. (HAbfG).

8-3. Installations located Detenrnine if the installation has copies of the following: (1)
in the state of Rhineland
Pfalz must also have the - State Waste Act (Landesabfallgesetz) (LAbfG).
following ordinance.

8-4. InstAiations located Determine if the installation has received permits or notices from the.
in the state of Rheinland competent authority. Review the permit or notice, comparing it to the
Pfalz must obtain a per- waste operations of the installation. (1)
mit from the competent
auc if they operate a
d area/plant or if
thy have received
restrictionAinitation
notices for certain waste
categories (LAbfG).

8-5. Installations located Review installation waste management practices for separation. Deter-
in Rheinland Pfalz must nine if the installation is separating poisonous waste and waste that
separate waste that is requires special handling from domestic waste. (1)
poisonous or waste that
requires special handling
from domestic waste
(LAbfG).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

8-6. Installations must Review the installation waste management program deternine if it pro-
manage waste in the fol- vides for the avoidance, re-use or recycling, and proper disposal of
lowing manner: waste. (1)

- minimize the Determine if re-use and recycling is given priority in waste management
amount of waste over all other forms of waste disposal.
generated;

- re-use or recycle
waste generated;

- propery dispose of
waste at permitted
facilities (AbfG).

8-7. Installations which Determine of the installation disposes of waste in a manner that will not
generate solid waste must cause any of the following: (1)
ensure that it is disposed
of in a mamer that will - endanger human health and impair human welfare;
not impair the well-being - endanger domestic cattle, birds, game, and fish;
of the public (AbfG). - affect water, soil, or useful plants in an adverse manner;

- disregard the protection of the natural or built environment;
- endanger public safety; or
- ensure disposal slips nave been filled out.

8-8. Installations must Determine if the installation is using licensed collection, transport, and
collect, transport, and disposal firms for solid waste. (1)
dispose of their waste
through licensed disposal Ensure that disposal slips were signed by the oil disposal site and were
firms (AbfG). reviewed by the installation to verify proper fuel disposal by the licensed

disposal firm (Chamber of Ostody Verification).

8-9. Installations which Determine if the installation translxrs waste in military vehicles, if so,
transport waste in mili- review records for waste disposal permits. (1)
tary vehicles directly to
the waste disposal facility
must also have a per m it

from the disposal facility
(AbfG).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS-

8-10. Automobiles Deternine if the installation has any automobiles without a license plate,
without a license, which parked somewhere for longer than four weeks. (14)
are parked somewhere
longer than four weeks, Determine if the automobiles have been purged before disposal of all
with no plans for reuse fluids.
for its original purpose or
which will not be treated Confirm that the on-base or off-base car salvage yard is licensed.
in a waste treatment plant
are considered waste and
should be disposed of
properly (AbfG,
Autowrack-Merkblatt).

8-11. Installations Determine if the installation properly labels hazardous waste and tran-
which produce waste that sports it separately. (1)
is hazardous must prop
erly label it. The waste
must also be collected
and ftansported separately
from other wastes (See
Hzardous Waste Proto-

cols for more detail)
(AbfG).

8-12. Installations must Review State and local requirements for the installation. (14)
follow any state or local
ordinances regarding the Determine of proper management pactices a- - being accomplished.
collection, transportation,
or disposal of waste(ttfG, LAbfG).

8-13. Installations Determine if the installation has received perits from the competent
located in the state of authority. Review the permit, comparing it to the waste operations of the
Rheinland Pfalz produc- installation. (1)
ing waste must obtain a
permit from the com-
petent authority (LAbfG).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTSs

8-14. Installation Determine if the installation uses burning as a method to clear open
located in Rheinland areas. (1)
Pfalz which dispose of
agricultural or horficul- If the area is more then three cubic meters, determine if the installation
tural waste through burn- has given the local police authorities the following information:
in must follow the
guidelins of the First - the yp and quantity of waste;
Sate Regulation for the the location of the site.
implementation of the
Waste Disposal Act. If a report was made determine if the burning took place at least three

days after the report was sent and no more than twenty days.

Ensure that the burning was done according to Rheinland Pfalz and Local
Ordinances:

- 100 meters away from woods, moor and heaths;
-50 meters away from buildings and traffic routes;
-10 meters away from other field edges, or cultivation;
- mixing of other wastes with plant wastes is prolibited;
-plants and plant pats should be placed into piles and separated by

tilled rows;
- burning must not take place between 1800 and 800 hours or on

Sundays or lidays;
- burning must be continuously supervised by someone 18 or older:
- the burned area must be completely extinguished before leaving

the area.

8-15. BADEN-
WUERRTTEMBERG
Vegetable waste outside Check that vegetable wastes, including forest wastes, which acme on
of icensed waste disposal land used for agriculture, forestry and gardening are disposed of by leav-
installations (TBayem) ing them lying, plowing them under or other ways of letting them rot
may be disposed of by provided that no nuisance results through odor. (2)
composting or burning
(Section 4 IV AbfG). (NME. Outside of inhabited areas these wastes may also be burnt if no

other way of disposal is suitable. Various safety precautions and time
restrictions apply and ecological concerns have to be heeded.)
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Section IX

Special Programs

A. Federal Legislation

Currently the Special Pollutants Section contains protocols for asbestos, PCBs,
PCTI's and vinyl chlorides.

The primary sources of provisions concerning asbestos are found in the TRGS
(Technische Richtlinien fuer Gefahrstaffe). These provisions concern determi-
nation if asbestos is present and the concentration levels that are present; record
keeping and notification requirements; and removal and disposal techniques.
The majority of requirements are found in TRGS 517 'Technical Standards for
Hazardous Materials - Asbestos" and TRgA 124 "Release Level for Asbestos".

B. StatedLocal Requirements

Currently there are no known State requirements concerning asbestos, PCBs,
PCTs, or vinyl chlorides.

C. Key Compliance Definitions

9 Asbstos-containing H-azardouts Materials - are asbestos, asbestos-containing sub-
stances and preparations, and asbestos containing products, during the use of
which asbestos-containing dust is produced or released.

* Asbestos-containing Bparafions - are mixtures, to which asbestos is selectively
added, e.g. asbestos kieselgur mixtures for producing filter beds.

e Asbestos-containing Products - are made from asbestos-containing substances or
preparations, e.g. asbestos-containing brake linings.

* Ashestos-containing Substances - are mixtures containing asbestos as a contam-
inant, e.g. asbestos-containing talcum powder.

* Facility for the Management of Waste Containing Srecial Pollutants - includes
the contiguous land and any structure, other appurtenances or improvements on
the land which are used for treating, storing or disposing of waste containing
special pollutants. Such a facility may contain several units for the treatment,
storage, or disposal of such wastes.
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0 Hancling or Use of Asbestas - is the production, consumption, storage, keeping,
treatment, processing, filling, refilling, mixing, destruction, and transport inside
the plant of asbestos within the meaning of Article 3 No. 5 and 8 of the Law of
Chemicals. Use also includes the rendering of a service, such as cleaning,
maintenance, rehabilitation, and demolition work as well as the disposal of resi-
dual substances.

* Technical Cuding Coneentration - is the concentration of a substance in the air
in a work area which can be reached according to the level of technology. The
employer must take care that the concentration stays below this level. Since the
risk of health impairment cannot be entirely precluded if the technical guiding
concentration level is observed, concentrations must be aimed at, by continued
improvements in the technical conditions and technical protective measures,
which are as much below the technical guiding concentration as possible.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

9-1. Determine actions Examine previous Special Pollutants review to determine if non-
or changes since previous compliance review issues have been resolved. (2)
review of Special Pollu-
tants (Asbestos, PCBs,
PCrIs, and VC).

9-2. Copies of all appli- Determine that copies of the follow*n regulations are maintained and
cable regulations, direc- kept current on the installation: (1)(2)(3)
tives, and guidance docu-
ments on Special Pollu- -Gefahrstoffverordnung (GefStoffV) Decree on Hazardous Materi-
tants should be main- als;
tained at the installation. - Technische Richtlinien flier Gefahrstoffe (TRGS) 517, Technical

Standards for Hazardous Materials, "Asbestos,"
- TRGS 100, (Initiation Threshold for Hazardous Substances);
- TRGS 102 (Technical Guiding concentrations for FHzardous Work

Materials).

9-3. The installation Determine whether the installation has copies of the following: (2)
may also be required to
have other guidance - TRGS 900 (Maximum concentrations in work areas and biological
documents on file. tolerance limits for work materials);

- TRGS 400 (Requirements for measuring points for the performance
of measurements of hazardous substances in the air in the work
area);

- TRGS 402 (Ascertainment and evaluation of the concentration of
hazardous substances in the air in the work area);

- TRGS 403 (Evaluation of mixtures of substances in the air in the
work area);

- TRGS 507 (Surface treatment in rooms and containers);
- TRGS 100 (Initiation thresholds for hazardous substances);
- TRgA601 (Substitutes for asbestos);

TRgA 124 (release level for asbestos);
- TRgt 560 (Air recirculation when handling carcinogenic work

materials);
- Standard Publication number ZH 1/140 (Safety regulations for air
polution prevention in work areas);

- Z111/134 (Breating protection instruction sheet);
Z1 1,6 (ist of tested respiratory protection devices);

- 2H 1/120.30 (Procedure for the determination of Chrysotile Asbes-
tos and other asbestos work);

- 1 1/12031 (Procedure for the determination of fibers intruding
the lungs);

-ZH 1/512 (Processing of asbestos-cement products);
- "Spray asbestos and other asbestos products with a weak bond"

edited by the Institut fur Bautechnik Berlin;
- ZH 1/616 (Safety rules for dust-emitting hand-operated machines

and equipment for processing asbestos-cement products.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Germ

REGULATORY
REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMIENTS _________________________

9-3. (continued) - Federal Istitute for Industrial Safety/Wcwkers Protection (Bun-
desanstalt fuer Arbeitsschutz) GA 26 (Rehabilitation of asbestos-
containing componeht parts);

-Federal Institute for hidtistrial Safety/Workers Protection (Bun-
desanstalt firer Azbeitsschutz) S 25 (Safety with regard to the use
of asbestosAist of practical 'defines;

- Utifall veiiiuetturgs-vorscri ten (UVGeneral euainVB

- VBG 119 (UJVV Ikalth-endangering Mlineral Duist);
- VBG 126 (UVV Waste Disposal).

ASBESTOS

9-4. Installations that Determine whether the installation handles, produces, contans or uses
handle, produce, contain any form of asbestos including: (1X2)(24)
or use asbestos or asbes-
tos containing materials - actinolite;
muist comply with certain - amosite;

rgltions (RGS 517, - anthophyllite;

- crocodoiite;
- trernolite.

Determnine whether the installation performns any of the following activi-
ties:

- treatment of asbestos-cemnent pipes;
- treatment of brake and clutch linings;
- demolition of structures with fire protection insulation;
- drsmantlrrg or refurbishing vehicles;
-srpping insulation;
- stripping partitions, floor coverings, etc;
- clean" and remioving roof coverng~s;
- rehabilitation work.

9-5. Installations with Determine whether the installation has asbestos or asbestos contaiing
asbestos or asbestos con- materials in any of the following: (24)

iri materials must
determine if the content - a mass content in the hazardous materiAl greater than or equal to
of asbestos in the work 1% ((lass III ighly Hazardous);
area mleets the - a. mass content in the hazardous mterial less than 1% but greater
specifications for than 0.1% (Class Jilauzardous);
classification as a hazar- - less thani 0.1% and initiation threshold can be exceeded ((lass III
dous carcinogenic sub- regulations apply); or
stance (TRGS 517, - asbestos occurrng as a fine dust during handling.
number1.)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Germn

REGULATORY

REVIEWER-CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

9-6. Installations with Determine whether the installation is in compliance with the Technische
asbestos or asbestos con- Richtkonzentration (TRK)Aechnical guiding concentration for the air in
taining materials that the work area according to the applicable level for each substance
meet the criteria for specified in ZH 1/120.31. (See APPENDIX IX-1.) (4)(24)
hazardous carcinogenic
substances must keep the Verify that measuring certificates of the monitoring of the TRK are
concentration of such prepared and kept on ile.
substances in the air at or
below specified levels Determine whether the installation has any asbestos or asbestos-
(TRGS 517, number 23.2 containing substances that have a concentration less than 0.1% and that
- 23.4). have exceeded the initiation threshold according to TRG 402.

9-7. Installations that Coninn that appropriate firms are contracted. (24)
utilize off-base com es
for the removal of The installation must ensure that the officer m be for writing con-
asbestos-containing tracts is aware of and knowledgeable of the FR=,ae, and local regula-
materials must contract dions that must be followed when off-base companies are utilized for
with finns that are asbestos removal.
knowledgeable and fami-
liar with the hazards and

reurdfor esafnual
hardening, and coating ofasbestos-containinmaterials 517,

number 7.5, paragraph 2).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Germn

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS _

9-8. If the installation Determine if the installation engages in any of the activities listed in
performs in-house remo- Table 1 of 52.3 of the most current edition of TRS 517, which lists
val of asbestos, Federal, methods and activities where initiation threshold is expected to be
State and local laws and exceeded. (24)
regulaions must be
observed. If the concen- Determine whether the initiation threshold is exceeded according to the
tration of the asbestos or TRK value listed in TRG 402. (1)(2)
the asbestos-containing
substance in the air in the Determine whether during control measurements the mean values during
work area exceeds the a shift are smaller than 114 of the TRK value. (1)(2)
initiation threshold, addi-
tioim measures for health Example:
proection are required

GS517, number 5.2). Measured value: 2 million fibers per cubic meter (crocodolite), except
duration of exposure 30 minutes, rated as a 1-hour exposure.

Calculation: 2 million: 8 = 250,000 fibers/m3.

Result: the-initiation threshold for crocodolite is exceeded.

The initiation threshold is considered to be exceeded if the TRK value is
not being permanently observed. (1)(2)

If the duration of the exposure is shorter than the length of the shift, the
measured values of the exposure measurements are to be converted into
the shift length. Exposures of less than 1 hour are treated like a 1 hour
exposure. (1X2)

9-9. Certain notification Determine whether an immediate notification was given to: (4)(24)
procedures are reqired
whenever handling of fri- - the responsible local, county or state authority;
able asbestos-containi'ng - institution providing statutr~y accident insurance (carbon copy);
hazardous materials - affected employees (or to works council if applicable).
occurs (TRGS 517,
number 3).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS _

9-9. (continued) (NOM- In the case of repetitive work with the same equipment under
the same working conditions when handling asbestos-cement products
with a specific gravity of less than 1 g/cm3, only a one-time notification
is required.)

Fxanine a copy of the notification for the following information:

- property and quantity of the asbestos-containing hazardous
material;

- the manufacturing method or the work to be performed;
- the protective measures to be used;
- the number of personnel who handle asbestos-containing hazardous

materials;
- the manufactured products;
- size of the surface area in rehabilitation work.

9-10. Installations may Determine whether the installation has used methods and equipment
be exempt from the approved by authorities or trade associations to stay below the iritiation
notification of require- threshold. (4)(24)
merits and Article 18
(duty of supervision) and (Note: this exemption does not apply to demolition and rehabilitation
Article 28 (medical work since the initiation threshold is usually exceeded during this type of
checkup) of the Gef activity.)
StoffV under certain con-
ditions TRGS 517, Check the facility to verify that the approval note is posted at the place
number 34). of work. (4)(24)

9-11. Installations are Deterrnine whether the installation has addressed the possibility of
required to evaluate asbestos-containing hazardous material handling and use pror to begin-

lanned work activities ning any planned work. (1)(2)orthe osibilityo huse ad h of of Determine whether the installation has explored the use of alternate

asbestos-containi hazar- materials in TRgA 601 or the "Survey Of Substitutes For Asbestos And
dous materials and follow Asbestos-Containing Products Available On The Market." (2)
certain precautionarypro-
cedures (TRGS 517, Cxnfirm that all necessay infornation concerning the possible hazards
number 5.1, paragraph 1). involved in the use or handling of the asbestos-containing hazardous

materials has been reviewed (including information from the producer
and/or importer) prior to beginning work. (1)(2)

Verify that all possible hazards from handling or using asbestos-
containing hazardous materials are addressed and appropate measures
planned to avert any possible hazards arising from the use or handling
pior to beginning planned wok or hiring personnd for the planned
work. (1)(2)(3)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS

9-12. Installations are Verify that the installation has determined whether the technical guiding
required to determine the concentration (IRK) has been reached and/or whether the initiation thres-
level of asbestos dust, hold has been exceeded for any activity that could introduce asbestos
asbestos containing fine dust or asbestos-containing fine dust. (1)(2)(3)
dust in the air in the
work area, as well as the Confirm that the installation has assessed and evaluated the concentration
concentration of other of other hazardous materials in the air in the work place pursuant to
hazardous materials TRCIS 403. (1X2X3)
(TRGS 517, nunber 52).

Veify that if measurements are assigned, the measurements are taken
only from those external measuring points specified in the catalog pub-
lished by the Federal Minister of Labor in the Btundesarbeitsblatt.
Conflnn that the records of the measurements are maintained at the
installation for 30 years. (1X2)(3)

9.13. Installations may Verify that personnel handliing asbestos-containing hazardous materials
be required to prepare receive instructions on proper operating procedures: (2)(3)
operating instructions and
provide training to per- - prior to beginning work;
sonnel based upon these - at least yearly thereafter.
instructions in accordance
with Article 20, Confirm that the instructions include: (2)(3)
GefStoffV (TRGS 517,
number 53). - proper work methods;

- potential hazards;
- work schedule for demolition work;
- proper handling of protective clothing and equipment;
- disposal methods;
- proper emegency procedures.

9-14. Installations may Verify that a authorized coordinator has been assigned for each planned
be required to appoint a undertaking. (2)(24)
coordinator who is
authorized to give Confirm that the coordinator has informed all personnel and their
instructions to contractors employers working in rooms containing asbestos or asbestos containing
and/or their employees in materials or doing follow-up work after the removal of such substances
order to ensure potential of the possible hazards these substances present and the apropriate pro-
hazards or endangerment tective measures, as specified in TRGS 517, to take to avoid contama-
of personnel is avoided tion.
(TRGS 517, number 5A,
paragraph 1).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS-

9-15. Installations may Verify that any other personil working in the affected area are informed
also be recired to o f the hazards of the substances and steps are taken to avoid concunent
dinate with any other work in the same area at the same time. (2)(24)
contractors or workers in
the same area to avoid
any possible contact with
any asbestos containing
hazardous materials
(TRGS 517, nutmer 5.4,
paragraph 3).

9-16. Prior to beginning Confirm that at least one supervisor was appointed prior to beginning the
work, installations are planned work. (2)(24)
required to appoint at
least one supervisor who Verify that the supervisor(s) is adequately trained and informed about the
is knowledgeable of the type of work planned. The supervisor is responsible for ensuring that:
type of work involved,
the potential hazards, and - work does not begin before the procedures written in the operating
required rective meas- instructions (and work schedule, if necessary) are fulfilled;
ures (TRGS 517, nuimber - the working methods defined in the operating instructions are fol-
5.5, paragraph 1). lowed;

- employees use the designated protective clothing;
the work area is marked (and closed off, if necessary) to keep
unauthorized personnel out of the work area.

9-17. During work with Verify that the following precautions are taken during the work opera-
asbestos or asbestos- tions: (2X3)(4)(24)
containing dust, certain
precautionary measures - quantity of asbestos used is limited;
must be observed (TRGS - suitable containers are used for storage and during transport;
517, number 6). - asbestos is collected and disposed in property marked containers

(see Appendix 1, No 2.5.1.1 GefstoffV);
- equipment, facilities and rooms are cleaned regularly to remove

asbestos dust;
- asbestos-containing fine dust is not emitted from the work area.

9-18. If release of Confirm that the installation meets the following requirements when
asbestos containing dust working with asbestos or asbestos containing dast: 3)(4)(24)
cannot be prevented, cer-
tain requirements must be - the Technische Richitkorizentration (TMK) is not reached (See
met (TRGS 517, nuimber number 5);
7.2). - air in and around the work area must be monitored for asbestos

dust;
- the air in the work area must be collected and carcinogenic materi-

als removed before it is recirculated;
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Germ=

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS&

9-18. (continued) (NOIM If movable dust collectors are used, they must be type-tested and
meet the requirements in 1/487 category C for effectiveness. This
regulation does not apply to demolition work or removal of asbestos-
containing materials.)

- the air containing asbestos dust may be dischwged into the open
air if the concentration of asbestos or asbestos-containin fine dust
does not exceed the limited value of 0.1 ng/m3 (according to the
TA l.ft);

- simultaneous exposure to other carcinogenic hazardous substances
(diesel exhaust, etc) must be avoided.

9-19. A work schedule Confirm that a work schedule was prepared prior to starting any of the
must be prepared prior to specified activities. (1X2X24)
beginning demolition
work on any structure or Examine the work schedule for measures that protect employees in the
removing asbestos- work area.
containing materials from
buildings eq upment or
Shipk (TRGS17, nme

7.5, paragraph 1).

9-20. Certain types of Confirm that asbestos c,-mtairing materials, spray asbestos, and any other
asbestos must be removed asbestos product with a similarly weak bond are removed and disposed of
prior to demolition activi- prior to demolition. (1)(2X24)
ties (TRGS 517, mnmber
7.5, paragraph 3).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Germ=n

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENT&

9-21. Installations that Determine whether the installation has performed any MAJOR WORK.
perform MAJOR WORK Confirm that the following procedures were followed. (1)(24)(defined gnrl
disposalM - work area is separated other areas;
on large surfaces of struc- - air from the work area is suctioned off and discharged into the
hres or component parts, open air through filters so that the asbestos fine dust content in the
such as the removal of exit air is at or below 0.1 nghn3;
asbestos-containing spray- - entrance to the work area is via sanitary tunnels used as cleaning
ing compounds at roof locks.
trusses, walls, ceilings,
etc)requires that certain (N (JUR If a large number of employees are involved in the project, an

edures must be fol- additional special cleaning man-lock with a blow-off device and vacuum
led RGS 517, maintenance by suction mst be used.)
number 7.5, paragraph 5).

- asbestos contairing or contaminated materials that cannot be
removed by suction must be treated and packed for disposal
within the work area. Discharge from strongly contaminated areas
must be conducted through a materials lock, in which the residual
fibers are bonded, washed, or suctioned off;

- when spray asbestos is removed on a large scale, a high-efficiency
vacuum cleaner with approved features must be used (See "Spray
asbestos and other asbestos products with a weak bond").

9-22. Installations that Determine whether the installation uses the wet or dry process when per-
are involved in MINOR forming MINOR WORK. (1X24)
WORK (such as removal
of individual plugging If the work is performed using the wet process, verify that:
co ) tust follow
specific protective meas- - waste material is immediately packed in tear resistant plastic sacks
ures depending whether and hauled away;
the work is performed - residue is suctioned off with a type-tested dust collector.
using a wet or a dry pro-
cess (TRGS 517, number If the dry process is used, verify that the following additional require-
7-5, paragraph 6). merits are met:

- dust is immediately suctioned off from the point of origination;
- point of origination is covered with plastic foil to make it dust-

tight.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

9-23. Installations that Determine whether the following practices are complied with during the
remove asbestos-cement removal of asbestos-cement products: (1X24)
products must follow cer-
tain practices to ensure - cokpnent parts unscrewed;
the least destructive and - unscrewable component parts are broken out only after they are
dust forming removal wetted;
possible (RGS 517, - all fragments are ket moist;
nber 7.5, paragraph 7). - palletize boards at the demlion spot;

- small parts are put into containers;
- all asbestos-cement parts are are carried to the containers and/or

transpw vehicle (not thrown);
-fiber binding rts that contain asbestos dust (glass-wool mats, car-

pet, floorings) must be wetted and disposed of like asbestos;
- waste is wetted before it is hauled away.

9-24. Asbestos- Verify that asbestos-containing waste is collected at the work area in con-
containin waste must be tainers. (1X24)
collected in the work area
and in suitable containers Verify that containers are filled in such a way that refilling after closure
(TRGS 517, number 7.7). is avoided.

Check for the following suitable containers:

- for fine-grained waste - sturdy plastic bags;
- for coarse or slab-shaped waste - containers closed with tarpaulins;
- for spray asbestos-contairing waste - the disposal equipment.

Examine containers for proper marking (See Appendix 1, No 2.5.1.1
GefStoffV).

9-25. Asbestos and Detemine whether the installation has coorinated with local waste
asbestos-containing management authority about aw1oved handling and packaging guidelines
materials, waste, and/or and followed those guidelines. (1)(24)
liquids may only be
deposited at approved Verify that asbestos waste is deposited only at an approved waste dump.
waste dumps.

(NOIB Spray asbestos-
containing waste and
other fine-grained waste
must be bound with
cement before d ping
.rR7 . 517 umber
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS&

9-26. Installations are Confirm that only those personnel who have undergone medical checkups
required to provide per- within the periods fixed in Appendix V Ge fstoffV are assigned to work m
sonal protective equip- areas where the initiation threshold has been exceeded. (1X3X4X24)
ment to ensure the safety
of employees handling Personnel may not work longer than 8 hrs/day and no longer than 40
asbestos if the initiation hours/week for four-shift operations, 42 hrsAveek on an average of four
threshold is reached or successive weeks if the initiation threshold is exceeded.
exceeded (TRGS 517,
number 8). Verify that personal protective outfits are provided and kept in good con-

dition.

(NOE For major demolition and rehabilitation work, personnel must be
provided with disposable protective suits which must be worn and then
disposed of at the end of shift.)

Confirm that personnel are required to use the protective outfits.

Verify that it has been determined prior to beginning work which per-
sonal protective outfits must be used.

9-27. Approved nepir- Determine whether personnel are required to wear a respiratory protection
tory protection devices device if the initiation threshold has been exceeded. (3)
are required under certain
circumstances (TRGS Verify that the following respiratory protection devices were used under
517, number 82). the following conditions:

- if there is- no risk of oxygen deficiency and-

- the 10-fold amount of the TRK value is not exceeded - a
filtering device with particle filters of class P 2;

- the 50-fold amount of the TRK value is not exceeded - a
filtering device with particle filters of class P 3 in conjunc-
tion with half mass;

- the 200-fold amount of the TRK value is not exceeded - a
filtering device with particle filters of class P 3 with full
masks;

- if there is a risk of oxygen deficiency or the occurrence of other
pollutants must be expected, or the 200-fold amount of the TRK
value is exceeded - devices which function independently of the
ambient atmosphere (oxygen breathing apparatuses).

Determine that all respiratory protection devices are stored, cleaned and
maintained in accordance with the Respiratory Protection Instruction
Sheet (ZH 1/134).

Verify that the respiratory protection devices are only put on and taken
off outside of the dust-endangered room.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTr _

9-28. Certain protective Verify that the following. pocedures are followed for those persome
measres must be taken who handle asbestos-contaiang hazardous materials: (4X24)
for per handing
asbestos-containng hazar- - personnel do not eat, smoke or chink in the work area;
dous materials (TRGS - a separate area is established for personnel to eat, smoke and517, nur, er 9). drink;- separate locker room for work and leisure clothes are provided (if

necessary), and are separated by a shower room;
- work and prot ecv e clothing are provided and cleaned (and des-

troyed if necessary by the installation/enployer);
- if no disposable suits are worn, regular cleaning of work clothes is

provided at each intermruion of work, breaks, and at the end of
the shift;

- work clothes that have been handed in for cleauing must be placed
in edy marked containers (See Appendix 1, o. 2.5.1.1Ge;

- if work clothes are to be tanmsported to laundry facility, they must
be placed in property marked containers prior to trarzport and the
laundry personnel must be notfied of the health hazards caused by
inhalation of the asbestos fine dust.

9-29. The installation is Determine whether the installation provided the following information to
required to ovide cer- the local works council and personnel involved in handling asbestos-
tan information to per- containing hazardous materials:(1)(3)(4)(24)
sonnel and local works
council concerning health - the records of the results of measuring the TRK;
hazards and monitonu - immediate notification if the TRK or the initiation threshold is
of the TRK (TRGS 517, exceeded and how it was exceeded;
number 12). - consult with personnel and works council on measures to be taken

(in the case of emergency, immediate notification of what meas-
ures were taken);

- copies of the measuring certificates (rmnitoring the TRK) must be
accessible.
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Section X

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

A. Federal Legislation

In the Federal Republic of Germany the federal government has the power to
enact framework legislation concerning water, but the administration of water
is done through the States.

A primary piece of Federal legislation for both drinking water and waste water
is the Federal Water Act (Wasserhaushaltsgesetz). But this legislation only
becomes enforceable in conjunction with the Water Act of the State under con-
sideration.

For drinking water, important pieces of Federal legislation also include the
Federal Drinking Water Ordinance (Tiinkwasserverordnung) and the Drinking
Water Treatment Ordinance.

Minimum requirements for waste water discharge are identified in the General
Administrative Regulations, specified by industry or effluent type.

Additional important sources of Federal provisions are the Sewage Sludge Ordi-
nance and the Water Supply Guarantee Act and accompanying ordinances.

0 Sewage Sludge Ordinance (in connection with Section 15 II AbG.)

Compliance with this ordinance is required by whoever.

- operates a sewage treatment plant with a capacity of 300kg BSB5 (raw)
per day, equivalent to 5000 citizen units, if sewage sludge is supplied
for application on soil used for agriculture, forestry or horticulture;

- operates a sewage treatment plant smaller than stated above treating not
only sewage from households and similar unproblematic sewage, if
sewage is supplied for application on soil used for agriculture, forestry
or horticulture;

- applies sewage sludge from an installation mentioned above on soil used
for agriculture, forestry or horticulture.

Record Keeping - Operators of sewage treatment plants have to fill out an
invoice as to the sewage sludge ordinance whenever sewage sludge is supplied
or applied and hand over the invoice to the applier. The operator has to keep
copies of the invoices for 5 years. This also applies to the owner's own land.
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- application of raw sludge used for agriculture, forestry or horticulture is
prohibited;

- application of sewage sludge on truck fanning or fruit growing land is
prohibited;

- application of sewage sludge on soil used for forestry is prohibited; excep-
tions may be granted;

- application of sewage sludge on soil used for agriculture or horticulture is
prohibited if certain concentrations of heavy metals in the sewage sludge
are exceeded;

- application of sewage sludge on soil used for agriculture requires a permit
if certain concentrations of heavy metals in the sewage sludge are
exceed.A;

- within 3 years, not more than 5 tons of dry mass per hectare may be
applied through sewage sludge.

While provisions concerning the navigational uses of Water in the FRG are not
included in this protocol, it should be noted that these provisions are extensive
at the Federal, State, and local water association level.

The primary law concerning the avoidance and disposal of waste is the Waste
Law, Abfallgesetz (abbreviated AbfG). AbfG does not cover radioactive sub-
stances and substances that are discharged into waters or sewage disposal facili-
ties, but does include waste oil, having superceded the special law on waste oil,
Altoelgesetz.

The Abwasserabgabengesetz (AbwAG) pertains to the charges levied for
discharging waste water into waters, and defines waste water as water changed
in its properties by domestic, commercial, agricultural or other use and the
water nmning off in conjunction with such uses, as well as water running off
from built up or paved surfaces following precipitation.

Other sections of this mnual should be consulted for AbfG and other appropri-
ate regulations concerning Hazaidous wastes (Section MI) Waste Oils/POLs
(Section VII), Solid wastes (Section IX), and Agricultural Pollutants/Pesticides
(Section VI).

B. State Regulations

Each State has it own Water Act. Within the states there are also ordinances
and decrees identifying specific bodies of water or mineral springs as protected
areas. There are also decrees concerning the details of construction, operation,
and monitoring of waste water treatment and discharge facilities.
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Since the protection of ground water is a major issue in the FRG, the regulation
of storage tanks is often viewed as a water protection issue than as a hazardous
materials/waste storage issue. An example of this would be the following pro-
visions from Baden-Wurttenberg "Decree for the recognition of non-metallic
inside coatings for steel containers used for the storage of water-endangering
fluids as other effective water protection measures."

The States also pass provisions for: the implementation of the Water Guarantee
Act and the Water Management Act; permitting processes and requirements for
drinking water treatment and sewage sludge treatment; and the agricultural use
of sewage.

Requiremients concerning the transportation and storage of hazardous materials
in relationship to water are extensive on both the Federal and state levels.

An additional source of guidance and/or restriction can be the local water asso-
ciation.

C. Key Compliance Definitions

" Discbarg - is the immediate and direct conveyance of waste water into a
water body. Conveyance into the subsoil shall be regarded as discharging into
a water, with the exception of conveyance into the ground within the frame-
work of agricultural soil treatment.

" Waste Water - is water changed in its properties by domestic, commercial, agri-.
cultural, or other use and the water running off in conjunction therewith in dry
weather (polluted water) as well as water running off from buildup or paved
surfaces following precipitation (rain waste) and can include the following:

- sanitary waste water discharge directly to a receiving stream, or through an
on-base treatment facility;

- sanitary or industrial waste water discharge to an off-base treatment plant;

- storm water runoff from industrialized areas of the installation to a receiving
stream or water body.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

DRINKING WATER

10-1. Deternine actions Obtain a copy of the previous review r t and determine whether non-or changes since previous coxnplianc issues have been resolved.(1 (2)
review of drinking water
management.

-10-2. A copy of all Determine that copies of the following are kept at the installation: (1)(2)
applicable regulations,
directives and uidance - Tiinkwasserverordmni, 22 May, 1986, Federal Drinking Water
documents on rinkig Ordinance;
Water Management - Drinking Water Treatment Ordinance, 19 December, 1959;
should be maintained and - Wasserhaushaltsgesetz (WIU), Federal Water Act;
kept current at the instal- - Technical Regulations, Schedule W 102, Febuary 1975, "Regula-
lation. tions Covering the Protection of Drinking Water Sources, Part I,

Protection Areas for Gcund Water;"
- Technical Regulations, Schedule W 102, Febiuy 1975, "Regula-

tions Coveting the Protection of Drinking Water Sources, Part I,
Protection Areas for Denied Drinking ater Reservoirs;'

- Wassergesetz fiuer Baden-Wuttenberg in der Fassung, 26 April,
1976 (GBI S 369);

- Gesetz ueber die Organisation der Abwassereinigwn (Abwasser-
verbandsesetz), 18 Novener, 1975 (GesB= S 763);

Hessisches Wassergesetz, 6 July, 1960 (GVBI S 69), last amend-
ment: 4 September, 1974 (GVBI. I S 361);

- 1,andeswassergesetz (LWG) Rheinland-Pfalz, 1 August, 1960
G3VOBl Schl -H S 39), last amendment: 21 January, 1972 (GVBI2).

10-3. Installations that Determine whether the installation maintains a well or drinking water
maintain their own wells soure or uses the water supply from off-base sources. (2)(3)
or drinking water sources
should comply with the If the installation supplies its own water, confirm that the applicable
substantive portions of regulations in the Federal drinking Water Ordinance are complied with.
regulations set forth in
Trinkwasserverordming
and
Wasserhaushaltsgesetz
(Water Act).

10-4. Installations may Determine whether the installation is required to have a license. (1)(2)(7)
be required to obtain a
license for water use Formal procedures are performed by BVA or STOV.(WI13, Article 2). Verify that the license (if applicable) defines the limits of water use

allowed by the permit and was granted through formal procedure.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Gamn

REGULATORY
REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUrEMENTS,

10-5. licenses may also Examine the license. Determine whether any conditional requirements are
contain additional specified including: (1X2)(7)
requirements for water
use (W113, Article 4). - establish measures to to assess the condition of water before and

after use to determine harmful effects;
- establish measures to reduce the damage caused by use:
- contribute to the cost of renewing water to its original condition.

(NOTE- Additional requirements can be added to the license at any time
as deemed necessary by the authorities to ensure public safety and health
[VWM- Article 51.)

10-6. licenses may also Determine that the installation has not exceeded the limits of its license
be limited or revoked by either. (1X2)
under certain conditions
(WH13, Article 5). - changing the prpose under which the license was obtained; or

- exceeds the use limits as defined in the license.

10-7. Installations that Determine whether officials have access to examine and test: (1X2)
have been granted a
license for water use may - lands;
be required to accept - records;
official supervision of the - tools.
facilities, devices and
procedures. pertaining to and access to employees to provide for the public safety.
water usage (WI1i, Arti-
cle 21, para 1). ( supervision of facilities and equipment servug the defense of the

comtry are under the authority of the Federal Minister for Defense
(except in the Land of Berlin) and may exempt or redefine these require-
ments [Wi, Article 21, para 4].)

10-8. Surface waters Confirm that if the installation has not obtained a license for use of sur-
may be used without a face waters, that the following conditions are met: (1)(2)
license if certain condi-
tions are met. (WI3, - no adverse effect from use;
Article 24). - no substantial flow reduction;

- water supply is not adversely effected.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Gerumn

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENT Si

10-9. The creation, Determine whether the installation has any activities planned that will
removal, or substantial create, remove or substantially rearrange waters or their banks. (1X2)
rearrangement of waters
or their banks are subject Verify that the local water authorities and HQ USAFE were consulted
to State and local regula- prior to implementation of the procedure, and that the local water supply
tions and land planning and distribution frame work for the region was also taken into account.
laws (W11, Article 31).

(NOTE: The local coninmuties may also require supervision for any
activity that penetrates the ground below a certain depth and that may
effect water supply (WIG, Article 35). Consult local water authorities
for applicable regulations.)

10-10. Installations Determine whether local water authorities have been contacted concern-
mst assess whether any ing the location of water protection areas. (2X7)

water protection areas
exist within their con Confirm that installation has copies of Federal, State, and local laws and
munity boundaries. regulations cable to the water protection areas contained in the com-munity bounaries.

10-11. Installations with Protection areas are delineated on a case-by-case basis (Number 4.2).
dammed drinking water. Confirm that preliminary field work was carried out by specialists pnor to
reservoirs must set up and establishing the boundary areas of the protection area. (2)(7)
delineate protection areas
(Technical Regulations - Determine whether the following factors were taken into account when
Schedule W 102 - Febnu- determining the protection areas:
ay 1975, Regulations
C erig the protection - type and kind of soils;
of Drinking Water - geologic formations;
Sources, Part U, Protec- -hydrological and limnolgical conditions;
tion Areas for Damnmed -already existing and planned utilization of the area;
Drinking Water Reser- - form and boundary of the intake area.
voirs).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germa

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTSc

10-12. Care must be Confirm that the installation is aware of and has taken steps to prevent
taken to avoid placement pollution of the reservoir pollutants and focal point dangers including:
of dammed reservoi Z(1X2X3)
near pticlar focal point
dangers and to avoid con- - factory waste water;
tanunants and pollutants - storage areas for water polluting sibstances;
that could enter the reset- - radioactive sbslances;
voir (Number 3, Techni- - the effects of mining;
cal Regulations -Schedule - domiciles, traffic areas, cemeteres;
W 102- February, 1975, - fertilizers or insecticides;
Regulations Covering the - maneners or practice drills of the military;
Protection of Drinki - take-off and landing areas for air traffic.
Water Sources, Part ,
Protection Areas for
Dammed Dinking Water
Reservoirs).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS _

10-13. The protection Verify that the protection area has been divided into protective zones:
area must be subdivided (2X7)(17)
into protective zones,
according to the type and - Zone I - reservoir and bank zone;
locality of the focal - Zone II - particular protective zone;
danger points (Technical - Zone m- general protective zone.
Reulations -Schedule W
10- February, 1975, Determine whether different measures for protection are needed within
Regulations Covering the the protective zones, and if the zones have been further subdivided (eg.,
Protection of Drinking Zone 11 A and Zone U B).
Water Sources, Part I,
Protection Areas for
Dammed Drinking Water
Reservoirs, Number 43).

10- 14. Zone m extends Examine Zone III for the folowing forbidden practices within its boun-
from the boundary of the daries: (1)(2)(3)
intake area to the outer
boundary of Zone I1 and - exceeding the existing or permitted build-up area;
should provide full pro- - hospitals and/or therapeutic centers;
tection against contain- - sewage treatment plants that allow the waste water or sewage to
inants and pollutants, par- irrigate, seep, or drain off onto the land, including run-off;
ticulady radioactive and - underground irrigation of sewage, sand filter drains;
chcmical substances - waste water or sewage pits;
which do not separate out - burying of radioactive or polluting substances;
of the water completely - introduction into the reservoir tributaries of waste water or sewage,
during natural biokgical even if such water has been treated;
and hydrological activity - oil refineries, metal works, chemical piants, or nuclear reactors;
(Technical Regulations - salt nines and non-ferrous metal ore mines;
-Schedule W 102- Febru- - any type of drilling operation;
ary, 1975, Regulations - storage or dumping of radioactive or polluting substances;
Coveing the Protection - dumps for wrecked automobiles;
of Drinking Water - open storage or utilization of pesticides or herbicides;
Sources, Part II, Protec- - depots or marketing centers for heating or fuel oil;
tion Areas for Dimamed - transport pipelines for polluting stbstances;
Drinkig Water Reser - use of extracted polluting substances for building roads (tar, some
voirs, N 5). bitumens and slag);

- take-off, landing, and approach areas for air traffic;
- military buildings and maneuver and practice drill areas;
-the washing of cars and the changing of motor oil near

-iboveground water sources;
- watering and/or driving cattle through aboveground water sources;
- the breeding of fish, or fishponds where fish are fed;
- herding cattle, cattle-pens, or keeping cattle in large numbers;
- clearing land and other similar operations which could accelerate

erosion.
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COMIPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMETs

10-15. Certain utiliza- Inspect Zone I1 for the following conditional activities: (2)
tion activities within
Zone III are conditionally - agricultue, provided fertilization is carred out in such a way so as
permitted echnical to prevent run-off into the tributaries or reservoir, even during
Regulations -Schedule W floods and so that no soil erosion takes place;
102- Febrary, 1975, - agricultural business, provided that stable manure, liquid manure,
Regulations Covering the and sewage sludge are collected so that they cannot seep into the
Protection of urc iidn ground nor flow along the soil surface;
Waler Sources, Part , - houses within clearly delineated areas, provided that the waste
-Protection Areas for water is collected by leak-proof pipes and is removed from the
[Dramed Drinking Water intake area of the reservoir;
Reservoirs, iNer -permnent uildings used for forestry or similar purposes if the
5.11). waste waler is disposed of in such a way that it does not endangerthe reservoir;

- roads and other necessary traffic related construction, provided that
the necessary safety measures are taken to protect the reservoir
and its tributaries during building and operation of the roadway;

- aboveground storage of heating and fuel oil for domestic use and
diesel oil for agricultural use provided that necessary safety meas-
ures are taken during transport, storage, and utilization;

- building sites and stores for building materials, provided the neces-
sary safety measures are taken during the operation and removal
of the polluting substances.

10-16. Zone U extends Examine Zone II for the following forbidden practices within its bonn-
from the boundary of dawy: (2)
Zone m to the outer
boundary of Zone I. - the installations, activities, and processes described for Zone m;
Should no Zone III be - buildins, prticularly of agricultural or industrial installations,
needed, the outer boun- stable buildins, or salage containers;
dary of Zone U is the - installations and measures which encourage and increase the influx
bomdary of the intake of people into the area (other than employees) particularly roads,
area e width of Zone motor-sport, sporting facilities, camping sites, parking lots or
II of above-ground tribu- weekend houses;
tauies must be at least - camping by or bathing in above ground water sources;
100 meters on each side washin cars and changing motor oil;
(Technical Regulations - cemeteries;
-Schedule W 1d Febi,- - mining for ores and minerals;
ary, 1975, Regulations - explosions;
Covering the Protection - traffic or freight installations;
of 'rinking Water - building sites;
Sources, Part U, Protec- - agriculture (except for grassland);
tion Areas for 1mmed - use of organic fertilizers;
Drinking Water Reser- - open storage or improper use of mineral fertilizers;voirs, b me 52). -sia&F containers;

- smanl gardens or horticultural centers;
- fishponds;
- storage of heating, fuel, or diesel oil;
- transportation of radioactive or polluting substances;
- sewage treatment plants (clauifying plants).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMEIV r

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

10-17. Zone I should Examine the Zone I boundaries for the following activities, installations,
give fill protection etc that are not permitted: (2)
against direct pollution ci
the water in the reservoir. - all the installations, processes, etc listed under Zones HI and f1I;
Its boundary compnses - boating, water sports, or bathing in the reservoir and primary
the danmed reservoir basins;
(including primary basins - motorized and pedestrian traffic;
and banks and banks - any auicul use;
which border on the max- - use of any insecticides, pesticides, or any substances that protect or
imum water levd of the regulate plant growth.
reservoir. The banks must
be wide enough to offer
at least 100 meters in
horizontal protection
(umber 53, (Technical
Reulaions -Schedule W
1 February, 1975,
Regulations Covering the
Protection of Drinki
Water Sources, Part
Protection Areas for
Daunmed Dinking Water
Reservoirs).

10-18. Water in the Confirm that the installation has tested the water in the reservoir and its
reservoir and its tribu- associated tributaries on a regular basis. The testing should include the
taries must be tested reg- following information: (3)
ularly (Number 7A,
Technical - Regulations - physical properties of the water;
-Schedule W 102- Febn- - chenicalcomosition;
ay, 1975, Regulations biolgical bacteriological composition.
Covednr the Protection
of linking Water Verify ta the results of these tests are evaluated and kept on file at the
Sources, Part 11, Protec- installation.
tion Areas for Dammed
Dinking Water Reser-
voirs).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germn

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS _

WASTE WATER

10-19. Determine Cbtain a copy of the previous review report and determine whether non-
actions or changes since compliance issues were resolved.
previous review of waste-
water management.

10-20. Copies of all Determine that copies of the following documents are kept at the installa-
applicable regulations, tion:
directives, and guidance
documents on Waste - Wasserhaushaltsgesetz (WHG) Federal Water Act;
water Management - Ueber Abgaben Fuer das Einleiten von Abwasser in Gewaesser
should be maintained and Abwasserabgabengesetz (AbwAG3);
keptn current at the instal- - Excerpt (fThe Abwassefabgabengesetz (AbwAG), issued March
lation. 5, 1987;

- Gesetz uber die Vermeidung und Entsorgung von Abfallen,
Abfallgesetz (AbfG), Waste Avoidance a4 Waste Management
Act;

- Klaerschlammverordmng (AbflGaerV) Sewage Sludge Ordinance,
AbfG;

- 48. Abwasser VwV, 48th General Administrative Regulations Con-
ceming the Requirements for Intrducing Wastes into Water (Util-
ization of Specific H-azardous Materials:

- 40. Abwasser VwV, 40th General Administrative Regulation Con-
cering Minimm Requirements for the Discharge of Waste Water
into Surface Waters;

- 39. Abwasser VwV, 39th. General Administrative Regulation Con-
cerning Mninimum Requirements for the Discharge of Waste Water
into Surface Waters;

- 36. Abwasser VwV, 36th General Administrative Regulations con-
cering Minimum requirements for the discharge of Waste Water
into Surface Waters (%yrocarbons).

* Gesetz Ueber Abgaben fer ...

- 31. Abwasser VwV - "31st General Administrative Regulations
Cbrcerning the inimum Requirements for the Discharge of
Waste Water into Surface Water (Water Purification, Cooling Sys-
ten-", (9-13-83);

- 22. Abwasser VwV - "22nd General Administrative Regulations
Concening the Mininun Requirements for the Discharge of
Wastewater into Water Bodies (Mixed Wastewater)," (5-19-82);
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germ

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

10-20. (continued) -1. Abwasser VwV, 1st General Administrative Regulation Con-
cermng the Minimum Requirements for the Introduction of Waste
Water into Muicipal Waters;

- Rheinland-Pfalz Water hzardous Substances: Catalog of Water
Hardous Substances, 6 January, 1984;

- State Regulation Concerning the Duty to Obtain a Permit for the
Discharge of Substances Danigerous to Water into a Waste Water
Facility and Its Supervision;

10-21. Waste manage- Verify that the installation has contacted the proper local authorities and
ment, including sewage is aware of the requirements and regulations at the State level for Waste
wastes, are also regulated Water Management.
at the State and govern-
ment level, including Information:
designation of suitable
sites for waste manage- Installations can receive any required regulations or statutes from their
ment facilities (Article 6, local government counterparts.
Waste Avoidance and
Waste management Act).

10-22. Prior to con- Determine whether the installation has constructed (or has plans to
structing a waste treat- install) a waste water treatment plant.
ment plant (including
sewage treatment) the Verify that the local and State level regulations were followed in plan-
objectives and require- ting the location and operating. parameters of the waste water treatment
ments of regional plant.
development and regional
planning at State and
local level must be
observed by the installa-
tion (Waste Avoidance
and Waste Mangement
Art, Article 2, paragraph1).

10-23. The location of Determine whether the installation has any discharge points.
discharge points is sub-
ect to regulation by the rify that the installation has determined that alternate methods (in par-

deral Government ticular purification plants) have been investigated and have been found
(WI, Article 3, para- not to achieve the same degree of pollution control.
graph 1).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENT&

10-24. The siting of Determine whether the laws of the appropriate province designate
discharge points may also whether consent or permission by the proper authorities is requre and
regulated by the State, whether it has to be or was obtained by the installation.
and subject to the consent
or permission ct Perissions are kept on file by the local/county Federal Assets Office
local/State water authoui- (BVA) or Militmy District (STOV).
ties (WIKI, Article 2,
paragraph 1). They also request permissions for the US Forces.

10-25. Installations Determine whether the installation discharges waste water into waters.
which discharge wastewa-
ter into waters may be Determine whether the installation has been requested by the State water
required at the request of authority to obtain a permit.
the State water autho ity
to have an official permit Review a co of the permit for the following data, in mean values to be
(AbwAG3, Article 4). maintained (standard values) and values that may not be exceeded (max-

imum values):

- maximum amount of polluted water permitted annually;
- amount of settleable solids;
- amount of oxidizable substances;
- degree of toxicity.

(NOfl If there is no reason to expect settleable solids, oxidizable sub-
stances, or a degree of toxicity, or if the anmunt of mercury in the waste
water is less than 1 kilogram and the amout of cadnium is less than 10
kilograms annually, the requirement to set definite values in the official
permit is waived.)

10-26. Compliance with Determine whether compliance with the official pernit is assessed by the
the official permit may be State.
assessed by the State or
State-acknowleted agen- Verify that the official permit is reviewed yearly (if applicable).
cies (AbwAGi, Article 4,
Paragraph 4).
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germm

REGULATORY
REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMETS:

10-27. The reference The State District (Bezisregiernug) may apply higher reference values
values in the official per- in the official pemit if more than one of the maximum values deter-
mit nay be changed mined in the official pemit is exceeded per year. Confinn that if higher
under certain conditions reference values are applied, they are culated as the aggregate of the
by the State or State ack- reference value indicated in the official permit and the ai etical mean
nowledged Agencies of the differences by which the value measures exceed the maximum
(AbwAg, Artide 4, Para- value set in the official permit.graph 4 and 5). If the installations will be discharging a reduced volume of wastewater or

will maintain reduced standard values while not exceeding correspond-
irgly lower maxinmum values for three months or more, they can inform
the authodty to reduce tenporarily the number of units of noxiousness.
The deviation obtained must be at least 25% of the waste water volume
or of the applicable standard.

10-28. Sending States The US Forces pay only for measurable services rendered versus fees
Policy. linked to an indirect unit of measure (e.g. sewage fees as percentage of

known water consumption could be payable but surface water run-off
fees as percentage of sewage from unidentifiable areas is not).

10-29. Conmmities Confirm that the level of noxiousness of wastewater has been assessed
may be required to deter- according to the requirements outlined in APPENDIX X-1.
ne the level of noxi-

ousness of wastewater (NO'E- Waste water discharged into coastal waters and estuaries of sur-
discharge prior to dispo- face waters leading into the sea are exempt from considering the toxicity
sal or discharge into a for fish ifit is considered toic solely due to the content of salts that are
sewer. With the exception similar to the principal components in sea water.)
of rain water and small
wastewater discharge, the Verify that one or more of the following methodologies and practices
values used to determine were used to determine the units of noxiousness in the waste water
the nmber of units of discharge:
noxiousness are taken
from the official permit - the volume of settleable solids is determined after a 2-hour settling(AbwAG, Article 3). penod;- theheenical cKygen demand (OD) is determined in accordance

with the dichromate procedure, silver sulfate being applied as a
catalyst;

- mercury and cadmium levels are determined by atomic adsorption
spectrometry;

- test to determine the toKic effect in fish utilize the species ode
(Leuciscus idus melanotus) as the test fish and apply varying
degrees of waste water dilution.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germm

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQU[REMENTS

10-30. Installations Determine whether the installation is involved in one of the following
which operate a sewage activities:
treatment plant or aly
or supply sewage sludge - operates a sewage treatment plant with a capacity cf 300 kg BC15
for use on soil used for (raw) per day, equivalent to 5000 citizen units, if sew age sludge is
agriculture, forestry, or spplied for application on soil used for agriculture, forestry, hor-
horticulture may be ticuiture;
required to y with - "perates a sewage treatment plant smaller than stated above treat-
certain re ke i-g no only sewage fom households and similar urublematic
regulations and sewage if sewage slue is supplied for application on soil used
tions (Sewage Shicke for agriculture, forestry, horticulture;
Ordinance, AbfG Article- applies sewage sludge from an installation mentioned above on soil
15, paragraph 2). used for agriculture, forestry, or horticulture.

Veify that an invoice (Lieferschein) has been filled out whenever sewe
sludge is supplied or applied. Fkanine a random sample of copies of the
invoice for the following infomation:

-address of the buyer;
results ofteaaysis;

- signature of the operator of the sewage treatment plant.

Confirm that a copy of the invoice (ILeferschein) is given to the applier.

Verify that the installation maintains copies of all invoices for 5 years.

(NOIE installations who apply sewage sludge to their own land are also
required to comply with these regulations.)

Determine that the following practices are conpied with:

- untreated sludge is not applied on soil used for agriculture, fores-
try, or horticulture;

- sew .e sludge is not applied on truck fanning or fruit growing

- sewage sludge is not applied on soil used for forestry (exceptions
may be gtanted);

- sewage sludge is not applied on soil used for agricultural if certain
concentrations of heavy metals in the sludge are exceeded;

- within 3 years, not more than 5 tons of dry mass per hectare is
applied through sewage sludge.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Geran

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS.

10-31. Installations Determine that the minimum requirments for waste water discharge
whose waste water from water purification and cooling systems set forth in APPENDIX X-3
discharge comes pi- are complied with. (2X25)
marily from drinking and
operational water Specific analysis methodologies must be used to obtain the results used to
purification, circulation assess compliance with the mininnn requirements for discharge. Verify
cooling systems from fac- that the following analysis methods were used for each substance:
tories and industrial
processes, and any other - Deposited substances - DIN 38 409-H 9-2 (issued July 1980);
type of steam production - CD for the deposited sample - DIN 38 409-H 41 (issued
are required to meet cer- December 1980);
tain requirements before - Active chlorine from the filtered test (glass fiber filter) - DEV G
dischaging the waste 4.1 b (7. issuance 1975, not with a vacuum);
water Into water. (31st - Hydrazine from the filtered test - DIN 38413-Pt (issued March
General A eninistm"tive 1982);

gulations ng - hosphorous collected from the non-deposited homogeneous test -the Minimum Re re- DEV D 112 (7. issuance 1975);

ments for the Discharge - Vanadium collected from the non-deposited homogeneous test -
c. vie Water into Sur- analog DIN 38 406-E 21 (issued September 1980).
Lzce Water (Water
Punfication, Cooling Sys- (NOTE: Compliance can also be attained if the arithmetic mean does not
tems, September 13, 1983 go over the values from the last 5 federal water surveys. Studies must be
31 Abwasser VwV). less than 3 years old to be considered in compliance.)

(NUMTE These regula-
ions do not apply to
fresh water coolig sys-
tems, water purification
systems designed for the
reutilization of water, or
smoke stack washing.)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS

10-32. All installations Determine whether the installation meets the following mipnmum require-
whose waste water ments for mixed waste water discharge: (2X25)
discharge contains con-
taminated naterials that - disposable materials - 0.5 mlA in the saple;
come from different - chemical oxygen requirement (COD) - discharge value in a 2 hour
soures and are classed mixed test that causes a decrease of at least 75 vJl.
together for general clean
up purposes must meet (NOIE OD decrease is measured by the difference between the

snuimmn amount of contaminated flow into the contrd waste water treatment plant
re cenb rand the water flowing out over a 24 hour period.)
( VwV,
22nd General Administra- Cmfirm that the following (or equivalent) analysis methodologies were
live Regulations Concern used to calculate the data used to assess compliance with the nininium
ing the Minwmum discharge requirements for mixed waste water discharge:
Requirements for the
Discharge of Waste - Disposable Substances - DIN 38409-I--2 (issued July 1980);
Water into Water Bodies - Chemical oxygen need from the removed sample - DIN 38409--
Ivaxed Waste water!, 41 (issued Decener 1980).19, 1982).

(NOTE: Compliance can also be attained if the arithmetic mean does not
(NOfE Waste water go over the values from the last 5 federal water surveys. Studies must be
discharge that meets the less than 3 years old to be considered in compliance.)
definition in Article 7,
paragraph 1 of the WW!
or that meet the inimrum
requirement of that law
as a combined calculation
are exempt from these
requirements.)

10-33. Installations that Determine whether the installation discharges waste water into any
discharge waste water waters. (2X25)
into waters (within the
meaning of Article 1, Determine whether the appropriate charges are paid (if applicable) or if

1 of the the installation has been given an exemption. Exemptions authorized by
Water Act) may the Federal Govemment by statutory ordinance with consent of the Bun-

be subject to a charge desrat to avert any significantly detrimental economic development may
levied by the states not remain in force (either in full or part) after December 31, 1989
(AbwAG, Article 1). (AbwAG, Section 3, paragraph 6).

(NOin The installation may request that the responsible authorities
determine the noxiousness ofsettleable solids by weight of such solids
provided that the number of cubic meters of such solids generated annu-
ally is greater than 5 times larger than the number of tons of dry sub-
stance generated annually.)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germm

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS _

10-34. Installations that Determine whether the installation discharges sewage into any waters.
discharge sewage into (2X25)
waters (within the mean-
ing of Article 1, para- Charges are dependent upyo the toxicity of waste. The leading parame-
graph 1 of the Federal ters used to assess the toxicity of the waste include:wate Act may be sub-
ject to a cae levied by -COD (Chemical Origen Demand);

the states (excerpt of the -POX (Pwgeable Organic Halogen );
AbwAG, issued March 5, -HM Heavy metals [,Cd, N, Pb, Cu] and their compounds;
1987). - Fr (Fish Toxicity).

Verify that the appropriate charges are paid (if applicable). (See state-
ment under item 10.)

10-35. The installation Determine whether the installation discharges rain water into a public
.may be required to pay sewer system. (2)(25)

duties on rain water
discharged through a pub- Verify that the installation calculates the units of noxiousness by assess-
lic sewer system, which ing the number of inhabitants connected to the system and taking 12% of
must be assessed for that number (the number of inhabitants may be estimated).
numnber of units of noxi-
ousness by the installa- Confirm that the installation submits all the calculations and documenta-
tion (AbwAg, Article 7, tion used to calculate the units of noxiousness to the responsible authority
Article 11, paragraph 2). through their responsible landlord (BVA or STOV).

(~ The State may reduce or exempt waste water discharge charges
if the rain water is reduced through retention or by treatment in a waste
water sewage treatment plant.)

10-36. The installation Determine whether the installation discharges domestic sewage. (2)(3X25)
may be required to pay

ties on small dischage Verify that the installation calculates the units of noxiousness for their
of domestic (and similar domestic sewage discharge by taking 1/2 the number of inhabitants con-
ip) sewage (AbWAG, nected to the public sewer system this is impossible to determine, the
cle 8 and Article 11, number may be estimated by the State.

paragraph 2). Cmfirm that the installation submits all the calculations and associated

documents used to assess the units of noxiousness.
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY
•REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS

10-37. The State may Detemine whether the installation has domestic sewag dischargers who
also requite the instala- discharge less than 8 cubic meters day, annually. (2)(2)
ton to pay waste water
duties in lieu of Cofim that the waste water discharge duties levied for such discharge is
dischargers who dischaige equal to that deternined by the State.
on an antal average less
than 8 cubic meters of
sewage per day from
domestic households

* (AbwAG, Article 9).
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